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ABSTRACT 
Measuring training need and in turn revising training 
content to reflect that need is a process that continues to 
plague the training practitioner. This study examines the 
application of Ford and Wroten's (1984) Matching Technique 
to a supervisory training program. Subjects were 13 
non-supervisors and 13 recently promoted supervisors that 
were divided equally between the control and experimental 
conditions. A nonequivalent control group design was 
employed, and the data were analyzed using ANCOVA. Self-
perception training need data were collected via a need 
survey. Both the need data and the training program content 
were classified in terms of management skill dimensions. 
Pre and post measures were collected using an In-Basket 
exercise and a knowledge test. The results indicate that 
skill performance does increase significantly for those 
skills requiring additional emphasis. More research is 
needed on this process, as only one skill dimension required 
more emphasis in this study. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Training has been defined in a number of ways over the 
years to meet the needs of the individual or the 
organization. Here, training will be defined as a "planned 
effort by an organization to facilitate the learning of 
job-related behavior on the part of its employees" (Wexley, 
1984, p. 519). The field of training and development has 
experienced considerable ~rowth over the past several 
decades. Some contributing factors include the change from 
a largely industrial economy to a service economy (Nesbitt, 
1983), continual introduction of new technology, the 
organizational development and job enrichment movements, and 
EEO/Affirmative Action legislation (Bunker & Cohen, 1977). 
This large increase in training activity over the years has 
been coupled by equally large increases in expenditures by 
the training industry. Accurate and reliable estimates of 
expenditures in the training industry are hard to come by. 
One estimate, published in the Training and Development 
Journal, placed private sector training expenditures at $30 
billion annually and government spending at $5 billion 
annually (Carneval, 1986). A 1984 article in the same 
journal estimated government spending at $274 million 
annually (Packer, 1984). It appears that significant 
extrapolation is taking place. Part of the problem in 
obtaining accurate data on this subject lies with the fact 
that many organizations view their training budgets as 
proprietary information and will not release the data; 
however, a more pervasive problem may lie with the 
reluctance of training professionals to draw attention to 
their budgets. 
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The purpose of the present study is to review the 
process of training evaluation and subsequently apply this 
process to an existing training program. This will be 
accomplished by first briefly discussing the present state 
of the training evaluation field; followed by an outline of 
the five-step process of training evaluation; finally 
concluding with a discussion of evaluation methodologies and 
a description of this study. 
Training evaluation is here defined as " ••• a set of 
procedures designed to systematically collect valid 
descriptive and judgmental information with regard to the 
ways in which a planned change effort has altered (or has 
failed to alter) organizational processes" (Snyder, Raben, & 
Farr, 1980, p. 433). Throughout the recorded history of 
training evaluation (sometime during the early 1940s), there 
has been a consistent lack of structure concerning the 
process of evaluation (Wexley, 1984; Goldstein, 1980; 
Hinrichs, 1976; Campbell, 1971). This situation has been 
confounded by the failure of many practitioners to use sound 
research designs, despite the available methodology 
(Campbell & Stanley, 1963; Cook & Campbell, 1976; Bunker & 
Cohen, 1977; Bouchard, 1976). 
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Part of the problem can be attributed to the skill 
level of those who staff the training field. The field has 
largely been dominated by persons with little formal 
training in research design and analysis (Hinrichs, 1976). 
·while one need not possess a knowledge of research design to 
effectively deliver a training program, such knowledge is 
required in the development of training curriculum and the 
evaluation of program effectiveness. For instance, one of 
the most common shortcomings of evaluation research is the 
failure to identify multiple, specific criterion measures 
(Freeberg, 1976). Without proper attention to development 
of these criterion measures, reliable and valid assessment 
of training impact is nearly impossible. 
The perception of training evaluation as a pass/fail 
situation has also lead to avoidance of evaluation on the 
part of training practitioners (Snyder et al., 1980). For 
evaluation to be effective, both the organization and its 
training staff must change this perception to one of 
feedback and revision. Staw (1977) suggested several steps 
to reduce the negative reaction to evaluation: (a) evaluate 
programs, not people, (b) reduce the tie between evaluation 
outcomes and resource allocation, and (c) establish a team 
of "politically neutral" in-house evaluation consultants. 
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Such as system would allow the training practitioner to 
fine-tune training efforts without appearing to have failed. 
The four phase evaluation system posited by Kirkpatrick 
(1959, 1960) has changed little over the years. The 
measures that make up this system are: (a) reaction, or how 
well the participants liked the program; (b) learning, or 
the extent to which the training content was absorbed by the 
participants; (c) behavior, or the changes in job 
performance; and (d) results, or the effect of the 
behavioral changes on productivity and cost factors 
(Campbell, 1971, p. 577). While this framework has served 
the field well, few organizations have conducted systematic 
evaluations involving all four phases. In a survey of 110 
organizations, Catalanello and Kirkpatrick (1968) found that 
the dominant method of training evaluation is participant 
reaction, with few organizations attempting to measure 
behavioral results. The discussion that follows will review 
these four methods of evaluation and introduce validation as 
a fifth evaluation procedure. The evaluation procedures 
will be discussed in order to ease of implementation, 
beginning with the easiest and ending with the most 
difficult. It should be pointed out that as difficulty 
increases, so does the yield of useful information. 
The simplest way to evaluate a training program is to 
measure participant reaction. While there are more powerful 
evaluation strategies, the information obtained from 
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reaction measures is still important. The key to obtaining 
useful reaction measures is to develop reaction objectives 
when the program is being designed (Hamblin, 1974). In 
addition to eliciting reactions to training objectives, 
Wexley and Latham (1981, p. 79) suggest that reaction 
questionnaires should permit anonymous answers and allow 
respondents the opportunity to write down additional 
comments. They also recommend the inclusion of several 
items that have no relationship to the training material. 
In this manner, the evaluator can identify whether or not 
the participant is providing sincere and accurate responses. 
An alternate approach to assessing trainee reactions, 
reported by Fast (1974), allows the trainees to select their 
own course objectives at the beginning of the training 
program, and rate the extent to which those objectives were 
achieved following the program~ 
As outlined by Wexley and Latham (1981, p. 81) reaction 
measures yield several types of useful information. First, 
positive reactions help build organizational support for a 
program; constructive feedback for training instructors can 
lead to improved performance; positive reactions can serve 
to motivate employees to apply their training; and lastly, 
the information can provide a profile of how different 
departments within the organization perceive the training 
program. 
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Learning measures, much like reaction measures, must be 
developed based on the training objectives. The training 
objectives are developed through a combination of task 
(and/or organization) analysis and needs assessment 
(Goldstein, 1980; Wexley, 1984). Once the important 
functions are identified, and the areas in need of training 
are known, the training specialist has the necessary 
information to develop the training objectives, curriculum, 
and media (Gagne, 1974). McGhee and Tullar (1978) point out 
that for valid assessment of learning to take place, the 
assessment instrument must reflect the instruction medium. 
Thus, a knowledge test would not be used to assess the 
effectiveness of a behavior modeling training program. 
One technique that has shown promise in the assessment 
of learning is the process of criterion-referenced 
measurement. A criterion-referenced test measures what an 
individual knows, or can do, compared with what he/she must 
know, or be able to do, in order to complete a task 
successfully (Swezey & Pearlstein, 1975). Based on the 
instructional objectives, the test items are developed, and 
are assigned minimal levels of acceptable performance 
(Swezey, 1978). These standards are usually based on SME 
ratings, or an analysis of what is required to perform the 
task. This type of rigorous test construction strategy lays 
the groundwork for valid assessment of learning. 
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Once the trainer has identified needs, defined tasks, 
developed curriculum, selected the presentation media, and 
developed the assessment instrument(s), attention must be 
turned toward the experimental design. The accurate 
assessment of learning in an organizational training 
environment is a difficult chore; however, there are several 
steps that can be taken to reduce the headaches of field 
research. If the trainer can include the use of control 
groups, random assignment of subjects to conditions, and pre 
and post measures in the experimental design, the ability to 
detect true differences will increase (Cook & Campbell, 
1976). Additionally, Arvey, Cole, Hazucha, and Hartano 
(1985) point out that the type of statistical analysis used 
in the evaluation of training interventions (Posttest-only, 
gain-score, or ANCOVA) will impact one's ability to detect 
true differences. Goldstein (1980) argues that in addition 
to the more traditional procedures, innovative strategies 
must be employed in quasi-experimental research to deal with 
the ever present political issues that crop up in 
organizational research. More will be presented on the 
topic of organizational research later. 
A third approach to evaluating training programs is 
that of validation. Ebel (1977) and Tenopyr (1977) have 
defined evaluation of content validity as being "one aspect 
of a more general notion of validity which refers to the 
evaluation of the representativeness or adequacy of sampling 
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the content domain of the job". In the present case, 
validation refers to the degree to which training program 
content reflects the expressed need for training by the job 
incumbents. The importance of basing training content on 
assessed needs has been a perpetual theme of reviewers of 
the training field (Campbell, 1971; Hinrichs, 1976; 
Goldstein, 1980; Wexley, 1984). 
In a study designed to evaluate an existing training 
program in terms of its job relatedness, Ford and Wroten 
(1984) adapted Lawshe's (1975) Content Validity Ratio (CVR) 
approach to a training setting. By using "subject-matter-
experts" (SMEs) -- people who have a thorough knowledge of 
the job -- to rate the job content and training content, 
they were able to identify the job relatedness of the 
program material. They subsequently applied a new procedure 
they termed the Matching Technique, to compare training 
emphasis with training needs. The results of the study 
indicate that they were able to correct areas of over- or 
under-emphasis such that training needs and training 
emphasis were essentially equivalent. 
Wexley (1984) expressed concern that Ford and Wroten's 
procedure failed to identify tasks required on the job but 
not covered in training, and tasks that were emphasized in 
training but not important to effective job performance. In 
response to this contention, Bownas, Bosshardt, and Donnelly 
(1985) developed a procedure which provides a quantitative 
measure of the fit between training content and job tasks. 
The procedure also identifies tasks which receive over- or 
under-emphasis in the training curriculum. In addition, 
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tasks which were not trained, and tasks that were trained, 
but which course graduates reported being unable to perform, 
were also identified. Their results indicate that they were 
able to revise the curriculum such that all required job 
tasks were covered, and the tasks received emphasis 
according to their importance on the job. 
Both of these techniques for matching training emphasis 
to training need were developed for training programs 
designed to train non-incumbents in all aspects of the job; 
thus, the training content consisted of all tasks important 
to job performance. Research is needed to examine how these 
procedures can be applied to training programs designed to 
address the training needs of job incumbents. 
Identifying how well training content is addressing 
training needs provides a measure of training effectiveness. 
In cases where performance measurement is impractical or 
impossible, training content sampling adequacy may be the 
only measure of training effectiveness available to the 
organization (Bownas et al., 1985). 
Thus far, the evaluation procedures of participant 
·reaction, participant learning, and content validation have 
been discussed. However, even if all three of these 
measures result in the desired outcome, there is no 
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guarantee that the job performance of the participants would 
show significant increase. 
When developing behavioral evaluation strategies, many 
of the same quasi-experimental design factors used in the 
assessment of learning are also employed in the evaluation 
of job performance. Control groups, random assignment of 
subjects to conditions, and pre and post measures must be 
used to obtain reliable and valid results (Cook & Campbell, 
1976). Desired criterion measures (behavior) and standards 
of performance must be developed based on the job analysis 
data and training objectives (Latham & Wexley, 1981). Some 
rules concerning behavioral criterion development include 
(a) multiple behavioral measures (Dunnette, 1963); (b) 
multiple measures spaced over time (Thorndike, 1949); and 
(c) the determination of the relationship between criterion 
measures at the various times of measurement (Thorndike, 
1949). For convenience, these measures can be incorporated 
into a performance appraisal form (Latham & Wexley, 1981). 
When measuring behavioral effects of training, the 
problems of observer bias must also be addressed. Biases, 
such as (a) recording-procedure characteristics; (b) 
observer characteristics; and (c) conditions of observation 
must be dealt with (Chronbach, Gleser, Nanda, & Rajaratnum, 
1972). The most effective method of reducing observer bias 
is to provide training (Bernardin & Walter, 1977; Latham, 
Wexley, & Pursell, 1975). 
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The fifth and final step in the evaluation process 
involves the measurement of results. For the purpose of 
this review the measurement of results will be discussed in 
terms of financial return on investment (ROI). The 
procedures to calculate the financial impact of human 
resource interventions, referred to as Utility Analysis, has 
been available since 1949 (Brogden, 1949). Utility Analysis 
received only scattered attention over the years (Cronbach & 
Gleser, 1965), due to the cost and difficulty in determining 
the standard deviation (SDy) of dollar-valued job 
performance (one of the terms in the utility formula). 
Schmidt, Hunter, McKenzie, and Muldrow (1979) introduced the 
first feasible method for estimating the SDy term. The 
original version of the formula was designed to measure the 
ROI of selection procedures. Several years later the 
formula was altered for use with training programs (Schmidt, 
Hunter, & Pearlman, 1982) as it appears in Table 1. 
Before discussing the different methods that have been 
introduced for calculating soy, the T, dt, and C terms will 
be discussed. The number of years duration of the training 
effect, T, will diminish over time (Schmidt et al., 1982). 
Schmidt et al. suggest that the utility estimate should be 
multiplied by a value which reflects the midpoint of the 
period over which training is expected to last. This is an 
area in need of more research, since no empirical method 
u 
u 
T 
SDy 
c 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
TABLE 1 
Training Utility Formula 
T D dt SDy - N C 
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The dollar value of the training program, 
The number of years duration of the training 
program's effect on performance, 
The number of individuals trained, 
The true difference in job performance 
between the average trained and the average 
untrained employee in SD units. 
The standard deviation of job performance in 
dollars of the untrained group, and 
The cost of training per trainee. 
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exists for estimating this variable. The second term which 
requires some explanation is dt' or the true difference in 
job performance between the average trained and untrained 
employee in standard deviation units (Schmidt et al., 1982). 
The dt term can be estimated by using the pre and 
post-training performance data collected in the previous 
step in the evaluation process. The C term, or cost per 
trainee can be estimated by using cost accounting 
procedures. Examples of costs that would be included here 
are: (a) curriculum development costs; (b salary of the 
trainer; (c) materials used in the training process; and (d) 
trainee salary if training is conducted during working hours 
(Schmidt et al., 1983). 
The innovative procedure for estimating SOy (Schmidt, 
et al., 1979) requested managers to estimate the cost to the 
company of replacing an employee performing at the 85th, 
50th, and 15th percentiles. They found that the difference 
between the 15th and 50th percentiles, and the difference 
between the SOth and 85th percentiles were nearly 
equivalent; thus, estimating one standard deviation of 
worth. Schmidt and Hunter (1983) also conducted a 
Meta-Analysis of research where estimations of soy were 
made, and concluded that soy could be conservatively 
estimated by taking 40% of the average annual salary for a 
job classification (e.g., computer scientist); thus, taking 
much of the work out of calculating utility. 
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Alternate approaches for computing SOy have been 
developed for situations where monetary estimates of worth 
are difficult to determine. The Superior Equivalents 
Technique (Eaton, Wing, & Mitchell, 1985) provides an 
estimate of soy in per~ormance units. The System 
Effectiveness Technique (Eaton, Wing, & Mitchell, 1985) is 
an soy estimation technique that can be used in situations 
where the impact of one individual's performance is not 
easily tied to overall outcome. This situation occurs when 
work is performed in teams, such as in manufacturing or 
military situations. Additional changes to the utility 
formula have been made by Boudreau (1983a, 1983b) which 
incorporate variables that fluctuate with productivity 
increases (e.g., discount rate, variable costs, and 
organizational tax rates). 
Utility Analysis should be viewed by the training 
practitioner as the culmination of a training evaluation 
process. If the data from the other steps in the evaluation 
process have been fed back into the training program to 
revise it, the results of the utility procedure will surely 
justify the cost and effort. 
The ability of this evaluation process to yield 
accurate results hinges on the trainer's ability to follow 
·sound research design principles. As highlighted earlier, 
part of the problem in the field of training evaluation is 
the failure to follow established quasi-experimental design 
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procedures. In the field, or "real world" setting, there 
exist numerous threats to the validity of research findings 
(McGhee & Tullar, 1978). The classic works of Campbell and 
Stanley (1963) and Cook and Campbell (1976) provide the 
guidelines for developing sound training evaluation studies. 
Probably the most well respected research design is the 
Soloman Four - Group Design (1949), which incorporates two 
unpretested control groups, in addition to a (a) control and 
experimental group; (b) random assignment of subjects to 
conditions; and (c) pre and post measures. The addition of 
the two control groups allows for the control of threats to 
internal validity caused by pretesting, as well as, a check 
for the combined effect of maturation and history (Campbell 
& Stanley, 1963). 
Many situations do not offer the luxury of random 
assignment, much less enough subjects to use the Soloman 
design. In such cases, the preferred design would be the 
Nonequivalent Control Group Design (Campbell & Stanley, 
1963). This design, while lacking random assignment, 
maintains a control and experimental group, as well as pre 
and post measures. While the nonequivalence of the two 
groups cannot be corrected, Arvey et al. (1985) point out 
that the effects of pretest sensitization (practice effects) 
can be controlled for by using ANCOVA as the method of 
analysis. However, when sample size is less than 10 ANCOVA 
should not be used, but rather gain-score analysis is 
pref erred. 
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In summary, it is apparent from the review just 
presented that the knowledge and procedures to conduct 
training evaluation are available, yet precious few training 
professionals take advantage of the opportunity. Given the 
large annual expenditures by the training industry, this 
creates for a large number of training programs which go 
unevaluated. The present study is designed to demonstrate 
how the evaluation process can be applied to such a setting. 
The supervisory training program that will be the target of 
the study is presently evaluated using participant reaction 
measures. This study will attempt to extend the evaluation 
of the training program to include learning and content 
validation measures. The results will later be discussed in 
terms of how the evaluation process can be extended to 
include job performance evaluation and return on investment 
evaluation measures. 
It is hypothesized that both the control group and the 
experimental group will evidence a significant increase in 
knowledge test scores and In-Basket skill ratings, from 
pretest to posttest, as a result of the training program. 
It is further hypothesized that the experimental group will 
perform significantly better than the control group in those 
skill areas where training emphasis is adjusted to match 
training need. Additionally, it is hypothesized that the 
experimental group will evidence significantly larger 
increases in knowledge test scores as a result of matching 
training emphasis to training need. Finally, it is 
hypothesized that the order of presentation of the 
assessment instruments will have no effect on knowledge or 
skill performance. 
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METHOD 
Subjects 
Subjects were 26 potential supervisors and newly 
promoted supervisors at a large newspaper publishing 
company. The employees were selected to attend the training 
program by a supervisor nomination process. Employees from 
all divisions within the company were eligible to attend the 
training program. The employees were divided equally 
between the control group (N=l3), hereafter referred to as 
the original training group, and the experimental group 
(N=l3), hereafter referred to as the revised training group. 
Of the subjects assigned to the original training group, 6 
were nonsupervisors and 7 were supervisors. The 6 
supervisors in this group had been in supervisory positions 
for an average of 5.14 months. Of the subjects assigned to 
the revised training group, 7 were nonsupervisors and 6 were 
supervisors. The 7 supervisors in the revised training 
group had been in supervisory positions for an average of 
9.0 months. For more detailed information concerning the 
division breakdown of each group, see Table 2. 
Instruments and Procedure 
A Management Skills Survey was developed (see Appendix 
A) made up of 56 task activity statements designed to sample 
all management skill areas. The statements were developed 
18 
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TABLE 2 
TRAINING GROUP DEMOGRAPHICS 
ORIGIONAL TRAINING GROUP 
Trainee Division Status 
1 Advertising Supervisor/4 mo. 
2 Employee Relations Non supervisor 
3 Operations Supervisor/2 mo. 
4 Operations Nonsupervisor 
5 Marketing Non supervisor 
6 Operations Supervisor/9 mo. 
7 MIS* Nonsupervisor 
8 Operations Supervisor/6 mo. 
9 Editorial Non supervisor 
10 Operations Non supervisor 
11 Operations Supervisor/3 mo. 
12 Operations Supervisor/6 mo. 
13 Advertising Supervisor/6 mo. 
Legend 
Mean Supervisory Tenure = 36/7 = 5.14 months 
*MIS = Management Information Systems 
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TABLE 2 -- CONTINUED 
REVISED TRAINING GROUP 
Trainee Division STATUS 
1 Marketing Supervisor/12 mo. 
2 Circulation Supervisor/? mo. 
3 Advertising Supervisor/12 mo. 
4 Operations Non supervisor 
5 Marketing Non supervisor 
6 Circulation Supervisor/6 mo. 
7 Marketing Non supervisor 
8 Operations Nonsupervisor 
9 Operations Non supervisor 
10 Editorial Supervisor/12 mo. 
11 Operations Non supervisor 
12 Operations . Supervisor/5 mo. 
13 Marketing Non supervisor 
Legend 
Mean Supervisory Tenure = 54/6 = 9.0 months 
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by reviewing copies of Position Information Questionnaires 
(with names removed) of employees in positions that were 
eligible to take the training program. The Management 
Skills Survey was distributed to a sample of 50 supervisors 
in the target positions. These supervisors provided 
ratings, using five point Likert-type scales, on the 
following criteria: (a) Time/Frequency: (b) Importance; (c) 
Consequence of Error; and (d) Level of Difficulty. For each 
of the 56 items, the four ratings were multiplied together 
to obtain an overall importance weight for that activity. 
Additionally, each activity statement was rated by a team of 
subject matter experts (SMEs) to determine which management 
skills were required to perform the task. 
The Management Skills Survey was then modified to form 
a Needs Survey (see Appendix B). The Needs Survey was 
distributed to the participants in the training program two 
weeks prior to the training cycle. They provided need for 
training ratings on (a) themselves; (b) their peers; and (c) 
their bosses, using a five point Likert-type scale. 
However, for the purposes of this study, only the 
self-rating was used. 
The Importance x Need for Training (INT) weighting was 
then calcuiated by multiplying the average overall 
importance weight by the average need for training rating 
(self), for each of the 56 items. 
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The INT weights for the 56 items were then divided into 
the six management skill dimensions (see Appendix C). A 
proportiorial amount of the INT weight for an activity was 
assigned to a skill dimension based on the proportion that 
the particular skill dimension was judged to contribute to 
the performance of that activity (e.g., if task activity #1 
was judged to require 50% leadership skill and 50% 
decision-making skill, then the INT weight was divided 
equally between the two skills). When this process was 
complete, the proportion of need for training in each of the 
six skill dimensions was known. 
The same group of SMEs rated the content of the 
training program "Essentials of Supervision" (see Appendix 
D) in the same manner in which the task activity statements 
were rated. The trainers who conducted the various 
instructional segments during the two-day program provided 
the SMEs with an outline of their topic. These outlines 
were rated in terms of the degree to which they addressed 
the six skill dimensions. When the original training group 
cycle was conducted, the experimenter sat unobtrusively in 
an observation booth at the rear of the training room, and 
recorded measurements of time spent training the various 
content areas. From these observations, the percentage of 
time spent training the six skill areas was calculated, thus 
determining the amount of emphasis placed on each skill 
area. 
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Where inconsistencies occurred between skill dimension 
need for training percentages, and the skill dimension time 
emphasis percentages, the experimenter made corrections. 
These corrections were made by decreasing the time spent 
training content areas that had a heavy emphasis on skill 
dimensions where need for training was low. This time was 
used in areas where emphasis fell short of need. For 
training content areas that received more training time, the 
type and method of instruction remained the same. A 5% 
decision rule was used to determine when training emphasis 
and training need were matched. In other words, when 
emphasis and need were within 5% of each other, then no 
further adjustment was made. 
Since the method of instruction was both cognitive and 
behavioral, two assessment instruments were used. The first 
was a Content Knowledge Questionnaire (see Appendix E). 
Because the experimental design involves pre and post 
measures, parallel forms were constructed. The items were 
developed by the instructors of the different content areas 
based on the object~ves of the training. The total item 
pool was 35 multiple choice items (5 questions from each of 
7 instructional segments). After editing was completed 32 
items remained, and were randomly assigned to either Form A 
or Form B. 
After editing was completed 32 items remained, and were 
randomly assigned to either From A or Form B. 
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The assessment instrument designed to obtain a 
behavioral measure of learning was an In-Basket exercise 
(see Appendix F) consisting of parallel forms A and B. The 
items in the In-Basket exercises were developed from the job 
analysis data. The exercise contain 16 items (Form A), 18 
items (Form B), took 50 minutes to complete, and used a 
checklist format assessor guide. No interviews were 
conducted with the participants; instead, an eight-item Post 
In-Basket Questionnaire (see Appendix F) was used. The 
questionnaire asked four standard In-Basket interview 
questions about both exercises, and was administered 
following the posttest. The assessment was done by a team 
of four professional Assessment Center exercise assessors; 
however, the experimenter conducted all feedback sessions. 
The experimental design that was employed was a 
Nonequivalent Control Group Design. This design was 
employed because organizational variables prevented random 
assignment of subjects to conditions. The assignments of 
subjects to conditions was largely determined by deadlines 
and availability. 
The presentation of the assessment packages (one 
Content Knowledge Questionnaire and one In-Basket exercise) 
was controlled to ensure that half of each group received a 
"From A package, and the remainder a Form B package, in a 
random order. Each participant received an alternate form 
package as their posttest. This counterbalanced approach 
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was used to control for order effects and differences in the 
alternate form instruments. 
Following an introduction to the instructor and the 
training program, the participants were told what the study 
was about and that the program was being evaluated, not the 
participants. To drive home this point, the participants 
chose an I.D. number out of a box to put on all their forms. 
The participants were given a brief overview of what an 
In-Basket exercise was and how to approach it. They were 
informed that one-on-one feedback would be available after 
the study was completed. Questions were then answered and 
the trainees were instructed to take 10 minutes to complete 
the knowledge test, and then wait to be instructed when to 
begin the 50 minute In-Basket exercise. 
Statistical Analysis 
The independent variable, time spent training skill 
areas, was manipulated to determine its impact on 
supervisory behavior and knowledge. To assess within groups 
performance changes t-tests were conducted on both In-Basket 
and knowledge test scores. The between groups performance 
differences were assessed using analysis of covariance 
(ANCOVA) with pretest measures used as the covariate. 
Additionally, the main effect of order of assessment 
instrument presentation was examined to control for 
differences in the level of difficulty of the alternate 
forms. 
RESULTS 
Training Emphasis 
The INT percentages in Column 1 of Table 3 indicate the 
need for training in the six managerial skills, as perceived 
by the training participants. The percentage of time spent 
training (e.g., emphasis) each skill for the original 
training group is listed in Column 2 of Table 3. As is 
evident, the emphasis placed on two of the six skills, 
perception and leadership violated the 5% criteria. The 
skill of perception was overemphasized by 11.11%, and the 
skill of leadership was underemphasized by 8.35%. 
Subsequently, the training emphasis revision task 
concentrated on correcting these differences, without 
causing the emphasis on the other skill dimensions to exceed 
the 5% criteria. The resulting changes can be viewed in 
Column 3 of Table 3. Therefore, per the second hypothesis, 
the revised training group was expected to exhibit 
significantly higher In-Basket scores than the original 
training group, in the skills of perception and leadership. 
For the remaining four skills, no significant difference was 
expected between the original and revised training groups. 
Within Groups Performance 
The within groups t-test results of the In-Basket 
assessment and the knowledge assessment are presented in 
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TABLE 3 
NEED FOR TRAINING PERCENTAGES 
ORIGIONAL TRAINING GROUP 
Skill INT % Time % Difference 
Perception 17.13 28.24 + 11.11* 
Leadership 19.61 11.26 - 8.35* 
Decision 11.78 16.10 + 4.32 Making 
Organizing 21.56 21.85 + .29 
and Planning 
Communication 20.54 15.87 - 4.67 
Coaching 10.00 6.93 - 3.07 
Legend 
Total training time = 14 hours, 45 minutes 
*Violated 5% match criteria 
REVISED TRAINING GROUP 
Time % Difference 
20.24 + 3.11 
14.80 - 4.81 
16.62 + 4.84 
23.94 + 2.38 
16.40 - 4.14 
6.64 - 3.54 
rv 
....J 
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Table 4. For the original training group, there were no 
significant increases in skill performance, from pretest to 
posttest, as measured by the alternate form In-Basket 
exercises; although, the skills of perception and 
communication did approach significance at the E < .OS 
level. However the knowledge test scores for the original 
training group did show a significant increase, from pretest 
·to posttest, as a result of training (t(l2) = -6.50, 
E < .001). 
The revised training group showed a significant 
increase, from pretest to posttest, in three skill areas. 
As a result of the training they received, the revised 
training group evidenced a significant increase in its 
perceptual skills (!(12) = -5.20, E < .001); its leadership 
skills (1(12) = -5.51, E < .001); and its coaching skills 
(t(ll) = -4.69, E < .001). Additionally, there was a 
significant increase in knowledge test scores, from pretest 
to posttest (t(l2) = -4.34, E < .001). 
Between Group Performance 
An analysis of covariance was conducted to determine 
the effects the changes in training emphasis had on the 
performance of the revised training group. These results 
will be discussed for each skill dimension, concluding with 
the results of the knowledge test. The analysis of 
covariance significance tables are presented in Table 5. 
TABLE 4 
WITHIN GROUPS TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE 
Variable 
PerceEtion 
Pretest 
Posttest 
LeadershiE 
Pretest 
Postest 
Decision 
Making 
Pretest 
Posttest 
Organizing 
and Planning 
Pretest 
Posttest 
Communication 
Pretest 
Post test 
Coaching 
Pretest 
Posttest 
Knowledge 
Pretest 
Posttest 
ORIGIONAL TRAINING 
N Mean SD 
13 3.462 1.127 
13 4.077 1. 038 
13 3.231 1.481 
13 3.462 1.127 
13 3.077 1.256 
13 3.462 1.266 
13 2.769 1.166 
13 3.385 1.387 
11 4.273 1.191 
11 4.636 .809 
11 3.455 1.128 
11 3.273 1.348 
13 9.077 1.801 
13 12.154 1.908 
GROUP 
SEE 
.312 
.288 
.411 
.312 
.348 
.351 
.323 
.385 
.359 
.244 
.340 
.407 
.500 
.529 
t 
-2.13 
-.61 
-.96 
-1.53 
-1.08 
.69 
-6.50 
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1-Tail 
df Prob. 
12 .055 
12 .553 
12 .356 
12 .151 
10 .307 
10 .506 
12 .001 
Variable 
Perce2tion 
Pretest 
Post test 
Leadership 
Pretest 
Posttest 
Decision 
Making 
Pretest 
Posttest 
Organizing 
and Planning 
Pretest 
Posttest 
Communication 
Pretest 
Posttest 
Coaching 
Pretest 
Posttest 
Knowledge 
Pretest 
Postest 
TABLE 4 -- CONTINUED 
REVISED TRAINING 
N Mean SD 
13 3.769 .927 
13 4.692 .947 
13 3.385 1.044 
13 4.231 .832 
13 3.539 1.127 
13 3.692 1.251 
13 3.539 1.050 
13 3.692 1.548 
10 4.60 .699 
10 4.40 .699 
12 2.583 .993 
12 3.583 .793 
13 8.231 1.691 
13 11.462 1.613 
GROUP 
SEE 
.257 
.263 
.290 
.231 
.312 
.347 
.291 
.429 
.221 
.221 
.288 
.229 
.469 
.447 
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1-Tail 
t df Prob. 
-5.20 12 .001 
-5.51 12 .001 
-.38 12 .711 
-.38 12 .711 
.80 9 .443 
-4.69 11 .001 
-4.34 12 .001 
Source of Variance 
Perceotion 
Covariate - Pretest 
Main Effect - Order 
Main Effect - Group 
Error 
LeadershiE 
Covariate - Pretest 
Main Effect - Order 
Main Effect - Group 
Error 
Decision Making 
Covariate - Pretest 
Main Effect - Order 
Main Effect - Group 
Error 
Organizing 
and Planning 
Covariate - Pretest 
Main Effect - Order 
Main Effect - Group 
Error 
TABLE 5 
AN COVA 
TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE 
df SS 
1 10.851 
1 1.728 
1 1.711 
25 26.154 
1 · 9.353 
1 1.373 
1 3.759 
25 27.385 
1 3.647 
1 4.590 
1 .282 
25 38.346 
1 8.501 
1 3.785 
1 • 004 
25 52.462 
MS 
10.851 
1.728 
1. 711 
1.046 
9.353 
1.373 
3.759 
1.095 
3.647 
4.590 
.282 
1.534 
8.501 
3.785 
.004 
2.098 
F 
18.439 
2.936 
2.907 
18.262 
2.681 
7.338 
3.086 
3.884 
.239 
4.521 
2.013 
.002 
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p 
.001 
.101 
.103 
.001 
.116 
.013 
.094 
.062 
.630 
.046 
.171 
.964 
Source of Variance 
Communication 
Covariate - Pretest 
Main Effect - Order 
Main Effect - Group 
Error 
Coaching 
Covariate - Pretest 
Main Effect - Order 
Main Effect - Group 
Error 
Knowledge 
Covariate - Pretest 
Main Effect - Order 
Main Effect - Group 
Error 
TABLE 5 -- CONTINUED 
df 
1 
1 
1 
20 
1 
1 
1 
22 
1 
1 
1 
25 
SS 
1. 459 
2.663 
.359 
11.238 
9.143 
1.269 
4.025 
25.652 
3.829 
.022 
1.782 
78.038 
MS 
1.459 
2.663 
.359 
.562 
9.143 
1.269 
4.025 
1.166 
3.829 
.022 
1.782 
3.122 
F 
3.882 
7.082 
.954 
25.923 
3.598 
11.414 
1.213 
.077 
.565 
p 
.066 
.017 
.343 
.001 
.074 
.003 
.283 
.934 
.461 
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For the skill of perception, the effect of the 
covariate was significant (K(l,25) = 19.439, E, .001), 
indicating that the performance of the two groups differed 
on the pretest measures. With the effect of the covariate 
removed through adjustment of the pretest means, the group 
main effect did not reach significance. Therefore, it can 
be stated that the training emphasis revisions did not lead 
·to a significant increase in posttest perception scores of 
the revised training group over posttest perception scores 
of the original training group. Additionally, the main 
effect of order of In-Basket presentation did not reach 
significance; thus, indicating that the two groups were not 
differentially affected by the order in which they took the 
alternate form In-Basket exercises (i.e., Form A first, 
followed by Form B; or Form B first, followed by Form A). 
The effect of the covariate was also significant for 
the skill of leadership (F(l,25) = 18.262, E < .001). With 
the effect of the pretest differences removed, the group 
main effect was significant (F(l,25) = 7.338, E = .013), 
thus indicating a significant increase in posttest 
leadership scores for the revised training group over the 
original training group. The main effect of order of 
In-Basket presentation also failed to reach significance for 
the skill of leadership. 
For the skills of decision making, organizing and 
planning, and communication, the covariate only reached 
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significance for the skill of organizing and planning 
(~(l,25) = 4,521, E = .046). However, with the effects of 
pretest differences removed, the group main effect did not 
reach significance for any of these three skills. It is 
therefore evident that for the skills of decision making and 
organizing and planning the main effect of order did not 
reach significance; however, order of In-Basket presentation 
did have a significant effect in the skill of communication 
(F (l,20) = 7.082, E = .017). An examination of the means 
listed in Table 4 reveals that taking Form B of the 
In-Basket as the pretest, followed by Form A as the posttest 
resulted in significantly higher average communication 
scores than taking the In-Baskets in the reverse order. 
The effect of the covariate for the skill of coaching 
was significant (K(l,22) = 25.923, E < .001). With the 
effect of the pretest differences removed, the group main 
effect was significant (~(1,22} = 11.414, E = .003); thus, 
indicating a significant increase in posttest coaching 
scores for the revised training group over the original 
training group. Additionally, the main effect of order of 
In-Basket presentation did not reach significance for the 
skill of coaching. 
As discussed earlier, both the original training group 
.and the revised training group demonstrated significant 
increases on the knowledge test, within groups. However, 
there were no significant differences in knowledge posttest 
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scores between the original and revised training groups. 
Also, the two groups did not differ on the knowledge pretest 
resulting in a lack of significance for the covariate. The 
main effect of order also fell short of significance, 
indicating that the groups were not differentially affected 
by the order in which they took the alternate form knowledge 
tests. Therefore, it can be concluded that the training 
emphasis revisions did not lead to a significant increase in 
knowledge posttest scores for the revised training group 
over the knowledge posttest scores of the original training 
group. 
The Hypotheses 
The hypothesis predicting significant within groups 
performance increases, from pretest to posttest, for both 
groups was largely unsubstantiated. For the original 
training group, there was a significant increase in 
knowledge posttest scores, but there were no significant 
increases for any of the In-Basket skill dimensions. while 
the prediction that all performance measures would show a 
significant increase was not confirmed, the situation was 
somewhat less bleak for the revised training group. For 
this group, significant increases occurred on the posttest 
in the skills of perception, leadership, and coaching, as 
well as on the knowledge test. 
The hypothesis predicting that order of presentation of 
the alternate form assessment instruments would not 
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influence performance was upheld in all but one case. While 
those participants taking the In-Baskets in the B-A 
combination performed significantly higher in the skill of 
communication, no significant group main effect was found 
for that skill. 
The main hypothesis concerning the matching of training 
emphasis to training need, stated that posttest performance 
of the revised training group would significantly exceed the 
posttest performance of the original training group in the 
skills of perception and leadership. This hypothesis was 
only partially confirmed.as the group main effect reached 
significance for th~ skill of leadership but not perception. 
Additionally, the group main effect was also significant for 
the skill of coaching. 
The final hypothesis, which predicted the group main 
effect to also be significant for the knowledge test, was 
not confirmed. The two groups showed equal gains in 
knowledge from pretest to posttest despite changes in 
training emphasis. 
DISCUSSION 
An examination of the within groups results indicates 
that while the original training program did impact the 
knowledge of the trainees, no behavioral improvement 
occurred. The subsequent changes that were made to 
emphasize the training needs of the group did lead to 
significant within group behavioral changes for those skills 
that received more emphasis. Such results could lead to the 
conclusion that only those areas identified as needing 
training should be included in the training program, thus 
eliminating wasted training time. However, before such a 
course of action is adopted the needs analysis phase should 
be expanded to include other training need measures that add 
to the self-perception data. In this manner, those areas in 
need of training that the individual is not aware of could 
also be addressed. 
At first glance, the results of the between groups 
analysis of covariance appear to only lend weak support to 
the hypothesis. However, a closer inspection of the 
training need data indicates that the hypothesis should have 
been stated differently. The skill of perception was 
originally over emphasized by 11.11%, and the training time 
had to be reduced. The results indicate that when training 
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time is proportional to training need the performance 
increase will be the same as when the material is over-
emphasized. It is therefore incorrect to hypothesize that a 
significant performance increase would occur when training 
time was reduced to be proportional to need. 
A second error was made when it was hypothesized that 
knowledge posttest scores for the revised training group 
·would increase significantly over those of the original 
training group. Training need was assessed in terms of 
managerial skills, and the changes in training emphasis were 
made in terms of these same skills. The Content Knowledge 
Questionnaire was not tied in any way to these skill 
dimensions. Therefore, it was incorrect to expect a 
significantly greater increase in knowledge scores as a 
result of changes made in terms of behavioral training. 
The final aspect of the analysis that contradicted the 
hypotheses was the significant group main effect found for 
the skill of coaching. Upon examination of the skill 
definitions (see Appendix C), it appeared that the skill of 
coaching merely is made up of leadership behaviors applied 
to an employee development/counseling setting. To test the 
hypothesis that these two skill dimensions are made up of · 
the same set of behaviors a Pearson product moment 
correlation was calculated between leadership and coaching 
scores. As suspected the pretest leadership scores and the 
pretest coaching scores were highly correlated (r = .705, 
P < .001, one-tailed). Likewise, the posttest leadership 
scores were highly correlated with the posttest coaching 
scores (r = .804, p < .001), one-tailed). Thus, it can be 
concluded that the group main effect for coaching reached 
significance as a result of the additional emphasis placed 
on leadership training. 
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In summary, the results indicate that the mere fact 
that training takes place does not ensure that behavioral 
change will result. Additionally, it appears that matching 
training time to training need will result in a significant 
change in behavior, and a more efficient use of training 
resources. 
CONCLUSION 
While the results of this study generally support the 
notion of matching training time to training need, they are 
specific to this situation. In order for these results to 
generalize to other situations further research is needed to 
answer such questions as 1) What amount of training time is 
needed before behavioral change will result?; 2) What role 
does method of instruction play when manipulating emphasis?; 
3) What kind of subject matter will lend itself to time 
manipulation?; and 4) What impact will other types of 
training need information have on the results? Perhaps when 
training needs are identified through self-perceptions a 
trainee will be more motivated to improve those areas most 
in need. Answers to these questions are necessary before 
the relationship of training need and training emphasis is 
completely understood. 
By matching training emphasis to training need, a 
training program can be validated. When need and emphasis 
are closely matched the organization is addressing problems, 
not training for the sake of training. Additionally, the 
evaluation measures that were used in this study provide a 
measure of the amount of learning taking place, both 
cognitive and behavioral. However, even when all of these 
measures are positive, the organization is not assured of 
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job performance improvements, nor is it assured of a 
financial return on investment. The data collected in the 
job analysis stage of training program development must be 
used to develop job performance measures that are tied to 
training. Likewise, the job performance data can be input 
into the utility analysis formula to obtain a measure of the 
financial impact of training interventions. All divisions 
within an organization must be responsible for contributing 
to corporate profitability. With the five-step process of 
measuring (a) reaction; (b) learning; (c) validity; (d) job 
performance; and (e) financial return on investment, the 
training department can demonstrate that it does just that. 
APPENDIX A 
MANAGEMENT SKILLS SURVEY 
MANAGEMENT SKILLS SURVEY 
This questionnaire has been designed to help the Trainir.~ and Development 
Department evaluate how current training efforts are mee::ng the company-s 
needs. The information you provide in the questionnaire :s vital to meeting 
this objective. Accuracy and completeness are importan~. as always. and your 
responses will remain anonymous. The information you provide will be used by 
the Training & Development Department only for the purpose of designing and 
improving supervisory skills training. 
For each item please provide ratings on the four scales of 1) frequency, 2) 
importance, 3) consquence of error. and 4) level of diff:c~lty. A specific 
definition of each of the four scales is provided on the following pages. 
Rate each of the items as you feel it relates to your jcb. 
Before beginning. it is important to read through the 0 - 5 scale. The 
appropriate rating of each job activity statement :nay no~ always be readily 
apparent. In such situations please feel free to refer :ack to the 0 - 5 
scale definitions provided. 
When yo~ have completed the questionnaire. please retu:~ it to to !raining & 
Development Department, MP - 58. Thank you. 
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DETACH TllIS PAGE TO KEEP IN FRONT OF YOU FOR QUICK REFERENCE WHILE DECIDING YOUR RATINGS. 
(t/r) Time/Frequency 
(I) Importance 
(CE) Consequence 
Of Error 
(LO) Level Of 
Difficulty 
0 
Not 
Applicable 
(N/A) 
0 
(N/A) 
0 
(N/A) 
0 
(N/A) 
Annually 
Rarely 
Useful 
1 
Not 
1 
Rigid 
2 
Quarterly 
2 
Somewhat 
Useful 
2 
Minimal 
2 
Highly 
Structured 
3 
Monthly 
3 
Important 
3 
Moderately 
Serious 
3 
Structured 
4 
Weekly 
4 
Very 
Important 
4 
Serious 
4 
Unstructured 
5 
On A 
Daily Basis 
5 
Critical 
5 
Extremely 
Serious 
5 
Highly 
Unstructured 
.i::. 
.i::. 
RATING DIMENSIONS 
TIME/FREQUENCY - rate each job activity on a 0 - 5 s~ale. Looking at the 
whole job over a period o: one yea:::. how would you rate 
each job activity in ter::s of t~e tL~e/frequency with 
which each is performed? 
( T/Fl Time/Frequency --,::0:......... ____ ..:,._ ___ ...::_ ___ ~----=------=---
Noe 
Appl i.cable 
IN/P.) 
Annually· Quarurly ~nt!'lly W-icly 
On A 
Daily Basis 
To assist you in your ratings, short definitic~s are p:-ovided for the three 
remaining scales below. Definitions are prov:=ed for t.~e end and mid points 
(1, 3, 5) on each scale. If your answer does ~o~ fall Sq'Jarely on these 
points, choose between points 0, 2, or 4. Please rea= through them carefully 
before proceeding. 
IMPORTAN'CE -
(I l Il!lportance 0 
(N/A) 
0 - NOT APPLICABLE 
using the O - 5 scale lis~ed belc-• rate each job activity 
in terms of the importance of tha~ activity to overall 
successful job perfor:nar.cs. The cescriptions below are 
defined in terms of the i::;x:>rtanca each activity is to 
the successful delive:y o: ser-1ica and completion of work 
output. 
Rarely 
Useful 
Somewhat 
Useful 
Ver/ 
!:!po runt Critical 
1 - RARELY USEFUL - This activity has little e::ect on ·.rork output or 
delivery of service. 
2 - SOMEWHAT USEFUL 
3 - IMPORTANT -
4 - VERY IMPORTANT 
5 - CRITICAL -
Enables myself and others :o conti~ually deliver 
quality service and corr.pl~:e wor~ c~ time. 
Crucial to the deliver1 c: se~ics and completion of 
work output of the entirs ~spar~~s:.~. 
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CONSEQUENCE OF ERROR -
(CC:) Consequence 0 
Ot' !rror (ti/A) 
0 - NOT APPLICABLE 
1 NOT SERIOUS -
2 - MINIMAL 
using the 0 - 5 scale listed below, rate each 
job activity in terms of the potential negative 
outcomes if the activity is not successfully 
completed. In other words, how serious are 
mistakes? The descriptors below are defined in 
terms of the possible delay of service or work 
output and the risk of injury. 
Not Hini.J!lal Moderately 
Serious 
Serious Extremelr 
Serious 
No risk of injury or interruption of service or 
work output. 
3 - MODERATELY SERIOUS - Causes a delay in service or work output; may 
result in injury. 
4 - SERIOUS 
5 - EXTREMELY SERIOUS - Causes an extended delay in service or work 
output; threatens business or corrmunity 
relations; risk of serious injury. 
LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY - Again rate each job activity in terms of its level 
of difficulty. The descriptors below are definec in 
terms of their methods of completion, definition of 
results, and the resources available to save the 
problem. Please read through them carefully before 
assigning your ratings. 
(LO) Level Ot' 
DHt'iculty 
0 
(N/A) 
0 - NOT APPLICABLE 
1 RIGID -
2 HIGHLY STRUCTURED 
3 STRUCTURED -
4 UNSTRUCTURED 
Riqid Kiqhly 
Structured 
Structured Unsttuctured Hiqhlr 
Unstructured 
task is completed only one way - no leeways; 
specified result. 
task may be completed in several ways by using 
specific resources; specified result. 
5 HIGHLY UNSTRUCTUP-ED - task is presented in the form of a need requir~r.g 
an analysis of complex information to reach task 
completion. 
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Follow the examples below and rate each job activity as you feel it rela~~ 
to your job. 
Example A) Monitor equipment and arrange 
for repair. 
Example B) Research past due accounts 
and initiate action to 
obtain payment. 
1. Develop plans to aid the department in 
meeting its goals and objectives. 
2. Ensure that all work is completed on 
time/by deadline. 
3. Review employees work and make(s) 
any necessary rernommendations for 
positive recognition or corrective 
action. 
4. Establish control and follow-up 
procedures to ensure that assigned 
tasks are carried out. 
S. Investigate on the job accidents 
and complete(s) necessary reports 
and paperwork. 
6. Review expense accounts and author-
ize(s) expenditures according to 
company policy. 
7. Inform appropriate individual(s) of 
important information that may impact 
their ability to perform their 
responsibilities. 
8. Assign(s) employees to other functional 
areas, on a temporary basis, depending 
on need. 
9. Verify accuracy of employee time sheets 
and submit them to payroll. 
TIF 
3 
r 
T/F 
I CE LD 
;l 
'-/ I 
s 3 "'-
I LD 
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10. Develop specialized traini~g procedures 
for department members a.~d r.e• hires. 
11. Prepare budget proposals w~e~ requested. 
12. Initiate disciplinary acticn when 
violations of company policy occur. 
13. Conduct performance revie•s to provide 
feedback and ensure improv~ productivity. 
14. Evaluate individual differe~ces of 
employees and considers ind.:vidual 
strengths and weaknesses w~e~ 
assigning work activities. 
15. Consider legal conse~u.ences of hiring 
and firing decisions prior t o making 
a recorranendation. 
16. Review workload assignments of employees 
and make adjustments where r.ecessary to 
ensure efficient operation. 
17. Interact with suppliers a::d 7endors to 
obtain goods and services f cr the 
organization. 
18. Maintain cormnunication wi~~ other 
functional areas in the orga..,ization to 
ensure that deadlines are ::.;e~. 
19. Design and develop strateg!es for 
increasing product quality and/or sales. 
20. Make use of available infor::ation to 
ensure product quality. 
21. Resolve conflicts among s'..!l:-or1inates 
that may interfere with wor~ activities. 
22. Request information frcffi ::.a:.agernent 
concerning action pla.~s re:a~ed to 
operational and budgetar/ is~es. 
23. Evaluate and maintain an ace-:r~ate . 
inventory of supplies and ~lipment. 
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24. Analyze reports and documentation to 
assess progress towards attainment 
of goals/objectives. 
25. Assign personnel to appropriate 
positions to ensure that all job 
assignments are carried out. 
26. Review budgetary information so as 
to prevent cost overruns. 
27. Use incentive programs to motivate 
subordinates to achieve organi-
zational goals and objectives. 
28. Use information obtained from 
other areas within the organization 
to establish goals and action plans. 
29. Authorize work and/or the purchase 
of materials not planned for in 
the budget when necessary. 
30. Provide counsel to employees and 
recommend appropriate professional 
services in the case of personal 
problems. 
31. Assign work activities of subor-
dinates on a daily basis. 
32. Develop short term personal and 
work group goals designed to ensure 
the achievement of long term 
objectives. 
33. Assist employees in resolving problems 
in non-routine situations. 
34. Make formal/detailed presentations to 
other departments outside one's 
own division. 
35. Consult other sources for information 
prior to making decisions. 
36. Maintain professional interaction with 
contacts external to the organization. 
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37. Delegate tasks to qualified personnel 
to enable oneself to attend more 
important tasks. 
38. Provide performance feedback to 
employees on a regular basis. 
39. Consult with customers and/or other . 
depart.~ents concerning complaints 
about the quality of either product 
or service. 
40. Prioritize various activities prior 
to committing time to these activities. 
41. Provide training opportunities to ensure 
that all personnel are qualified to 
perfor.:i assigned duties. 
42. Analyze performance trends of the work 
group and initiates corrective action. 
43. Review the accuracy and reliability of 
material produced by employees and 
recorr:nend changes. 
44. Document difficulties encountered in 
the performance of ones job including 
personnel problems as well as opera-
tional problems. 
45. Interviews applicants for openings 
and make hiring recommendations. 
46. Review and makes recommendations on 
matters concerning employee requests 
such as vacation, PLD's, and 
internal promotions. 
47. Coordinate operation between depart-
ments in order to ensure the quality 
of the work you produce. 
48. Complete reports and paperwork so 
that others may use them for needed 
infol7.'aticn. 
49. Recorr:nend procedural changes that will 
result in safer working conditions and/ 
or lower production costs. 
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50. Counsel employees who are experiencing 
performance problems by providing 
direction and guidance that will 
lead to improvement. 
51. Participate in planning sessions or 
company committees as requested. 
52. Develop work schedules so that employees 
will be aware of upcoming work 
activities. 
53. Identify promotable cnadidates and 
makes improvements. 
54. Counsel employees who are experiencir.g 
performance problems by providing 
direction and guidance that will 
lead to improvement. 
55. Recommend(s) PERKS to reinforce effec~ive 
performance. 
56. Recommend personnel changes so that only 
qualified individuals are performing a 
given job. 
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APPENDIX B 
NEEDS SURVEY 
TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT NEEDS SURVEY 
MANAGEMENT SECTION 
PLEASE RETURN TO TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT - MP 58 
The Training and Development Department is in the process of determining 
how well present supervisory/management training programs are meeting 
your needs and the needs of other Sentinel Managers. Your help is 
needed. Please complete the following Management Needs Survey. 
Accuracy and completeness are important. Your responses will remain 
anonymous. 
The statements you will find on the following pages are written in the 
form of management activities. 
Using the 0 - 5 scale on the next page, please provide three ratings for 
each activity as follows: 
Self Column 
Peers Column 
Boss(es) Column 
As the activity applies to you 
As the activity applies to the 
needs of others in your Division 
and level of management. 
As the activity applies to those 
in your Division higher in management 
level. 
When you have completed tha questionnaire, please return it to the 
Training & Development Department, MP 58. 
If you have any questions, call Rod Waddell at extension 5587. Thank 
you. 
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INSTRUCTION 
Before beginning it is important to read through the O - S scale 
below. The appropriate scoring of a training need may r.o~ always be 
readily apparent. In such situations please feel free to pull out 
this section refer to the scale provided below to assis~ with your 
decision. Please keep this page in front of you when deciding your 
rating. 
Definitions are only provided for the 1, 3, & 5 positio~s along the 
scale. If your rating does not fall squarely on these poi~ts, choose 
between points 0, 2, or 4. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
N/A Low Need Moderate Need Eigh Need 
O - Not Applicable - this activity is not part of the job in question. 
1 - Low Need - performance in this activity is a.."'ove average and 
2 
training would lead to little or no in::provernent in 
performance. 
3 Moderate Need - training in this activity would lead to some 
4 
5 High Need 
improvement in job performance. 
- training in this activity would lead to significant 
improvement in job performance. 
Remember, the ratings you provide will be on yourself, your peer(s), 
and your supervisors/managers. When deciding your rati~gs, use the 
questions below to help you determine need for training. 
Myself 
Peers 
Boss(es) 
would training in this activity enable you to perform 
your job better? 
do you feel that training in this activity would 
enable your peers (those in similar positions) to 
perform their jobs better? 
would training in this activity help '::i'f =..ar.ager(s)/ 
supervisor(s) perform their job(s) be~~e~? 
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Follow the examples below and rate each activity in terms of the amount of 
traini:.g needed. 
Example A) Monitor equipment and arrange 
for repair. 
Example B) Research past due accounts 
and initiate action to 
obtain payment. 
1. De•:elop plans to aid the department in 
~eeting its goals and objectives. 
2. Ensure that all work is completed on 
tL~e/by deadline. 
3. Review employees work and make(s) 
any necessary remormnendations for 
positive recognition or corrective 
action. 
4. Es~a.blish control and follow-up 
p~ocedures to ensure that assigned 
tasks are carried out. 
5. Ir.vestigate on the job accidents 
ar:d complete(s) necessary reports 
a.r:d paperwork. 
6. Review expense accounts and author-
ize(s) expenditures according to 
cc!::pany policy. 
7. Inform appropriate individual(s) of 
L":pOrtant inf orrnation that may impact 
tr.eir ability to perform their 
res?<Jnsibilities. 
8. Assign(s) employees to other functional 
a~eas, on a temporary basis, depending 
on need. 
9. Ve~ify accuracy of employee time sheets 
and submit them to payroll. 
SELF 
3 
s 
SELF 
PEERS BOSS(ES) 
If L 
3 .L 
PEERS BOSS(ES) 
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10. Develop specialized training procedures 
for department members and new hires. 
11. Prepare budget proposals when requested. 
12. Initiate disciplinary action when 
violations of company policy occur. 
13. Conduct performance reviews to provide 
feedback and ensure improved productivity. 
14. Evaluate individual differences of 
employees and considers individual 
strengths and weaknesses when 
assigning work activities. 
15. Consider legal consequences of hiring 
and firing decisions prior to making 
a recommendation. 
16. Review workload assignments of employees 
and make adjustments where necessary to 
ensure efficient operation. 
17. Interact with suppliers and vendors to 
obtain goods and services for the 
organization. 
18. Maintain communication with other 
functional areas in the organization to 
ensure that deadlines are met. 
19. Design and develop strategies for 
increasing product quality and/or sales. 
20. Make use of available information to 
ensure product quality. 
21. Resolve conflicts among subordinates 
that may interfere with work activities. 
22. Request information from management 
concerning action plans related to 
operational and budgetary issues. 
23. Evaluate and maintain an adequate 
inventory of supplies and equipment. 
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24. Analyze reports and documentation to 
assess progress towards attainment 
of goals/objectives. 
25. Assign personnel to appropriate 
positions to ensure that all job 
assign.:::ents are carried out. 
26. Review budgetary information so as 
to prevent cost overruns. 
27. Use incentive programs to motivate 
subordinates to achieve organi-
zational goals and objectives. 
28 . Use in:or:nation obtained from 
other areas within the organization 
to establish goals and action plans. 
29. Aut.~orize work and/or the purchase 
of materials not planned for in 
the bucget when necessary. 
30. Provide counsel to employees and 
recommend appropriate professional 
services in the case of personal 
proble=s. 
31. Assign work activities of subor-
dinates on a daily basis. 
32. Develop short term personal and 
work group goals designed to ensure 
the achievement of long term 
objectives. 
33. Assist e!I:ployees in resolving problems 
in non-routine situations. 
34. Make for:::al/detailed presentations to 
other departments outside one's 
own division. 
35. Consul~ o:her sources for information 
prior to :::aking decisions. 
36. Maintain professional interaction with 
contac:s external to the organization. 
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37. Delegate tasks to qualified personnel 
to enable oneself to attend more 
important tasks. 
38. Provide performance feedback to 
employees on a regular basis. 
39. Consult with customers and/or other 
departments concerning complaints 
about the quality of either product 
or service. 
40. Prioritize various activities prior 
to corranitting time to these activities. 
41. Provide training opportunities to ensure 
that all personnel are qualified to 
perform assigned duties. 
42. Analyze performance trends of the work 
group and initiates corrective action. 
43. Review the accuracy and reliability of 
material produced by employees and 
recorranend changes. 
44. Document difficulties encountered in 
the performance of ones job including 
personnel problems as well as opera-
tional problems. 
45. Interviews applicants for openings 
and make hiring recorranendations. 
46. Review and makes recorranendations on . 
matters concerning employee requests 
such as vacation, PLO's, and 
internal promotions. 
47. Coordinate operation between depart-
ments in order to ensure the quality 
of the work you produce. 
48. Complete reports and paperwork so 
that others may use them for needed 
information. 
49. Recorranend procedural changes that will 
result in safer working conditions and/ 
or lower production costs. 
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50. Counsel employees who are experiencing 
performance problems by providing 
direction and guidance that will 
lead to improvement. 
51. Participate in planning sessions or 
company committees as requested. 
52. Develop work schedules so that employees 
will be aware of upcoming work 
activities. 
53. Identify promotable cnadidates and 
ma~es improvements. 
54. Counsel employees who are experiencing 
performance problems by providing 
direction and guidance that will 
lead to improvement. 
55. Recorranend(s) PERKS to reinforce effective 
performance. 
56. Recorranend personnel changes so that only 
qualified individuals are performing a 
given job. 
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APPENDIX C 
SKILLS DEFINITION LIST 
Skills List: 
Perception -
Leadership -
to identify and analyze the facts 
surrounding work activities; to 
interpret implications of alternative 
courses of action, and to evaluate 
factors essential to problem solution. 
the ability to guide and direct the 
actions of others. This includes 
motivation, delegation, and holding 
others accountable for results. 
Decision Making - to determine logical courses of 
action given one's perception of 
the data. 
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Organizing & Planning - to structure effective courses 
of action for one's self and 
others; to establish schedules, 
set objectives, and establish 
follow-up procedures. 
Communication - to convey information to others in a 
clear and concise manner through both 
oral and written means; to respond 
to the requests of others in a timely 
and comprehendable fashion. 
Coaching - to provide feedback to others concerning 
performance issues. This feedback should 
be designed to resolve conflict and/or 
increase initiative toward achieving 
goals and objectives. 
APPENDIX D 
TRAINING PROGRAM OUTLINE 
ESSENTIALS OF SUPERVISION 
April 17, 1986 (Thursday) 
9:00 a.m. Kickoff 
9:30 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:50 a.m. 
11:10 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
12:00 noon 
12:30 p.m. 
Introduction 
Outline program/obtain 
Consent signatures/Pretest: 
Cognitive exam 
Administer In-Basket 
BREAK 
Open Door Policy 
Positive Discipline/EAP 
Non-Union 
Employee Development 
LUNCH 
Role Of The Supervisor 
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April 18, 1986 (Friday) 
9:00 a.m. Writing Position Descriptions 
Standards of Performance 
12:00 noon LUNCH 
12:30 p.m. Equal Employment 
Opportunity 
3:00 p.m. BREAK 
3:15 p.m. Sentinel Communications 
Goals and Objectives 
3:30 p.m. Post Cognitive Test 
In-Basket 
4:15 p.m. Conclusion 
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APPENDIX E 
CONTENT KNOWLEDGE QUESTIONNAIRES 
Training Content Knowledge 
Questionnaire 
I.D. Number 
66 
A/CKQ 
Content Knowledge dtiestionnaire 
Please complete the following questionnaire by circling the 
choice you think is correct for each qu~stion. 
1) Standards of performance may be written in three 
different ways. Which of the following are the 
correct three ways? 
a) logical, engineered, and descriptive 
b) historical, logical, and relative 
c) engineered, cooperative, and manufactured 
d) comparative, historical, and engineered 
2) Three basic skill areas manager use all thr time are 
a) Planning, Organization, and Coordination 
b) Administrative, interpersonal, and Control 
c) Planning, Organization, and Control 
d) Leading, Conununicating, and Organizing 
3) Which law provided protection for minorities in the 
employment area? 
a) The Kemp-Roth Bill of 1984 
b) The Civil Rights Act of 1964 
c) Section 1604.11 
d) both B and C 
4) The responsibility for career development lies with 
a) the employee 
b) the employee's manager 
c) the company 
d) training and development 
5) The focus of Em?loyee Assistance Program (EAP) 
supervisory referral is on 
a) personal problems 
b) job performance problems 
c) documentation 
d) a&c only 
e) all of the above 
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6) A supervisor/manager should initiate oositive desci i· 
procedures when • ? 
1~= 
a) an employee utilizes the open door policy . 
b) and employee is unsure of their job responsibilit~;s 
c) unsatisfactory performance and/or conduct occurs 
d) an employee takes sick leave 
e) all of the above 
7) You should always use S.M.A.R.T. standards. S.~.A.R.T. 
stands for 
a) Speedy, Mazimurn, Alert, Right-now, Today 
b) Simple, Measurable, Acheivable, Reasoned, Tous~ 
c) Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, 
Time-locked 
d) Speedy, Maticulous, Alert, Real-time, Tough 
8) The "Core Programs" offered through T&D are 
a) required management programs 
b) the best programs offerd by T&D 
c) all programs of ferd by T&D 
d) both a and b 
9) Why can Disney advertise for people who are a certain 
age, height, weight, etc. 
a) Because they are a large Corporation 
b) Because Disney has obtained an exemption from t.~e State 
c) Because those people are "CAST" people, .not 
employees 
d) both b and c 
10) As a company, the prospect of a union 
a) suggests less direct conununication with our 
employees and a reduced ability to respond to ~a=~e~ 
b) 
c) 
conditions 
suggests easier company planning because so muc~ 
of what we do would be outlined in the union co~~=a~t 
suggests that each individual employee will have a:: 
increased voice in .how our company is operated 
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ll) Which statements regarding The Employee Assistance 
Program are true: 
a) The manager/supervisor should not try to determine 
the nature of the problem before referring an 
employee to the EAP 
b) If an employee accepts referral to the program, 
all further disciplinary action must be discontinued 
c) The purpose of the program is to offer professional 
and confidential assistance to employees for any 
personal problem 
d) a & c only 
e) all of the above 
l2) To help with career development T & D offers 
a) Performx Profile - a behavior style inventory 
b) consultation with one of the T&D coordinators 
c) Information on community resources 
d) all of the above 
13) When a union election is ordered, the size of the bargaining 
unit is 
a) 6 or more employees 
b) 2 or more departments 
c) is always negotiable 
l~) The Performx Profile indicates 
a) a persons behavioral style 
b) a persons personality traits 
c) a persons own performance standards 
d) a subordinates performance standards 
lS) Petitions are one way of demonstrating to the National 
Labor .Relations Board the need for a union election, 
another way is 
a) concerted activity 
b) notifying a union organizer 
c) advising the general manager in writing 
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16) Authority is related to the 
a) position 
b) person 
c) work group 
d) all of the above 
Training Content Knowledge 
Questionnaire 
I.D. Number 
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Content Knowledge Questionnaire 
2lea.::e conplete the following questiom1aire by circling the 
c~oice y ou think is correct for each question. 
1) Resources available to employees from Training and 
Development are 
a) tapes 
b) books 
c) films 
d) a and b 
e) all of the above 
2) A t ypical position description at this company is comprised 
of how many parts (purpose, authority, etc.)? 
a) two 
b) four 
c) five 
d) three 
3) 'tfoich of the following questions would be considered 
illegal in a job interview? 
a) Are you married and if so, how many children do you have? 
b) What are your career objectives? 
c) Do you own a car? 
d) Both a and c 
4) The purpose of documenting the positive discipline process 
is 
a) to indicate the supervisors concern with continued 
poor performance 
b) to aid in improving the employees performance 
c) to provide a record of managements efforts to 
work with an employee 
d) a & c above 
e) all of the above 
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5) The management s~ill area where a supervisor spends 
most of his/her time is in 
a) planning 
b) organization 
c) control 
d) communicating 
6) One of the reasons fr:quently cited for joining Wlions 
is 
a) improved wages 
b) supervisors she~ favorites and don't listen to 
employees 
c) employees prefe= to have someone else speak for them 
7) The process of resolvi~g conflicts is known as 
a) Positive Discipline 
b) Open Door 
c) Employee Assist~~ce Program 
d) all of the above 
e) a & b above 
8) The one skill area w~icn can't be delegated to subordinates 
is 
a) planning 
b) organization 
c) control 
d) none of the abo•;e 
9) The philosophy of Sen~inel Communication company emphasizes 
a) gross profit 
b) net profit 
c) employee develc~nent 
d) high productivi~y 
e) both c and d 
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10) The sum total of the standards you set =or each employee 
should equal 
a) the planning objectives for the co=..?a..J.y 
b) the planning objectives for your a"'".::."' 
c) the planning objectives for your C.i ~.-is ion 
d) the planning objectives for Trib~":e Ccmpa.11y 
11) What is the best way to ·· avoid a charge of Sexual 
Harassment? 
a) Only fraternize with employees du.ri~g non-working hours 
b) Don't say or do anything with the O??Osite sex 
c). Use conunon sense, do what you shoulc co in a 
business environment 
d) in today's environment sexual harass::ent should 
not occur 
12) The first step to be used with the Open Doo= Policy is 
a) appointment is made with division C.irector 
b) employee discusses problem with ir=.ediate supervisor 
c) employee asks supervisor to meet wi~ hem/her 
and representative from employee relations 
d) none of the above 
13) You can discourage a union forming in ye-.:.= area by 
a) monitoring your employees if they ::::.e~t in sna.11 
groups during breaks 
b) trying to give employees most of t..~e t..~ings they 
ask for in group meetings 
c) dealing openly and fairly with eJ::?loyees 
14) Positive Discipline places emphasis on 
a) punishment 
b) corrective action 
c) termination 
d) intimidation 
e) all of the above 
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15) What areas of understanding should be reached between a 
manager and each subordinate? 
a) major responsibilities 
b) assigned authority 
c) accepted authority 
d) all of the above 
e) a and b only 
16) Which of the following is not classified as Sexual 
Harassment? 
a) Asking a female to make the coffee 
b) Calling a secretary "honey" 
c) Asking your secretary to stay and work late with you 
d) Both a and c 
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IN-BASKET EXERCISES 
AND RELATED MATERIALS 
Post In-Basket Questionnaire 
I.D. Number 
Please respond to the following questions concerning the 
two in-basket simulation exercises you have completed. 
1) Think back to the in-basket you completed yesterday 
morning. How did you proceed through the exercise 
(ie. read through the materials first or take action 
on the items as you read them)? 
2) Did you have enough time to complete the first exercise? 
3) What do you feel the major issues were that you, 
the manager, faced in the first exercise? 
4) Who do you feel the major characters were that you, 
the manager, had to interact with in the first exercise? 
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5) Now turn you attention to the in-basket you have just 
completed. How did you proceed through the exercise 
(ie. read through the materials first or take 
action on the items as you read them)? Did your 
approach to the second in-basket differ from your 
approach to the first in-basket? 
6) Did you have enough time to complete the second exercise? 
7) What do you feel the major issues were that you, 
the manager, faced in the second exercise? 
8) Who do you feel the major characters were that you, 
the manager, had to interact with in the second 
exercise? 
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Century Printing Co~~a..~y 
Simulation Exercise 
I.D. Number 
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Instructions 
For the purpose of this exercise, you are to consider 
yourself Marty Collins, a Distribution Manager for Century 
Printing Company (CPC). You very recently agreed to accept 
the position of morning shift Distribution Manager with 
Century Printing when the previous manager, David Sidler, 
took a position with a publishing company in Chicago. You 
left your position with Southern Life magazine, where you 
were a Distribution Supervisor for the past five years to 
take advantage of a substantial jump in salary. 
Today is Sunday, June 15th, 9:00 A.M. You have agreed 
to come to your office · today at the request of Pat Arnold, 
Metro Dade Distribution Director, who felt that that several 
issues required your immediate attention. However, you will 
not be able to remain at the office for more than 50 minutes 
due to a plane flight you must catch at 10:30. You 
will be returning to Charleston, S.C. for a week to 
finalize details and move your family to Florida. Therefore, 
you will be unable to return to your new office until 
Monday, June 23rd. 
C~ntury Printing maintains only one shift on Sunday, 
from 12:00 noon to 7:30 P.M. ThP. Sunday shift is made 
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up of those morning and afternoon shift employees willing 
to work on Sunday. Since there is no morning shift on 
Sunday, your staff is unavailable, the files are locked 
and the switchboard is off. You will be unable to 
conununicate directly with any other staff members while 
you ar~ in your office today. 
You now have 50 minutes to review and handle the 
material that has accumulated since David Sidler left 
for his new position two weeks ago. You may handle the 
material in any way you see fit. Write letters, direct 
memos, or hold anything you feel should be held until 
your return. However, any action you take or decisions 
you make must be indicated in writing. 
Remember, today is Sunday, June 15th. Your absence 
for the next week cannot be changed and you cannot take 
any materials wi~~ you. Therefore, any matters you wish 
handled prior to June 23rd must be handled today and 
should be in written form. 
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Background Information 
Century Printing Company was established in 1968 by· 
Franklin Carlyle after leaving his position as chief 
editor for a large midwest newspaper. The primary 
product of Century Printing Company (CPC) is printed 
advertising. Although at its inceptio~ CPC was chiefly a 
producer of advertising brochures, recent years have brought 
expansion into the mail-out and home delivery coupon 
markets as well as the newspaper advertising insert 
market. CPC serves clients ranging from travel agents, 
to department stores, to restaraunt chains throughout 
the southeast. In addition to these clients, CPC has 
enjoyed considerable success with its innovative home 
delivery distribution program. 
Franklin Carlyle decided to locate in South Florida 
to take advantage of the expanding economy and the non-
union environment. Century Printing has grown to a point 
where it has tripled in size since 1968, employing some 
211 people at its Dade County facility and an additonal 
75 people at its ten sales and distribution centers 
throughout the southeast. The four Ci.visions that make 
up the company are Advertising Desig~ a~d Development, 
Sales/Marketing, Operations, and Dist=ibution. Presently, 
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the distribution operations are being expanded beyond 
the Dade County area to include the Ft. Lauderdale/West 
Palm Beach area. 
The Distribution Division consists of a morning 
shift and an afternoon shift. While both shift managers 
are responsible for supervising the activities of three 
team leaders and twelve to fifteen delivery personnel, the 
morning shift manager handles the majority of · the 
administrative duties. These duties include scheduling 
personnel, ensuring that products and materials are set 
for delivery, monitoring budgetary data, and taking 
necessary actions to ensure that goals and objectives 
are met. 
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CPC Memorandum 
B/IB 
1 
TO: Pat Arnold, Metro Dade Distribution Director 
FROM: Fran Arlington, Planning and Control Officer 
SUBJECT: Projected sales increase 
DATE: 6/1 
The sales forecast for the months of June and July 
indicate that we will experience a 14% rise in coupon and 
advertising orders. This increase will be over and 
above the increase brought on by the additional territory. 
To meet the extra demand, it will be necessary to require 
at least 2/3 of the delivery personnel to work two hours 
of overtime each day. The overtime period should begin 
in mid June and last through the first week in July. 
CC: David Sidler 
Terry Raymon 
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CPC Memorandum 
B/IB 
2 
TO: Pat Arnold, Metro Dade Distribution Director 
FR0~1: Jeffery Hanson, Customer Relations Manager 
SUBJECT: Junior Achievement guest speakers 
DATE: 6/10 
I received the attached letter requesting the return 
of two guest speakers to address the local chapter of 
Junior Achievement. We like to participate in these 
events because the kids learn something and we get some 
good public relations out of it. 
Clay Harlan of the Marketing Department has already 
agreed to participate, so if you could enlist the services 
of Wynn Halstead once again, I believe we could have 
anot:1er successful presentation. Please get back with 
me as-soon-as-possible so I can finalize the arrangements. 
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Century Printing Company 
1414 Centaurus Drive 
Miami, Florida 33123 
ATTN: Customer Relations 
Dear Mr. Hanson, 
B/IB 
2A 
Junior Achievement 
Miami Chapter 
110 Harbor Drive 
Miami, Florida 33110 
June 5 
Our membership enjoyed the two guest speakers your 
company provided last year. Clay Harlan's presentation 
on product marketing went very well with Wynn Halstead's 
presentation on product distribution. We have quite a few 
new members this year and we feel they would benefit greatly 
from these presentations. 
If it can be arranged, we have CPC penciled in for June 
28th, 9:00 - 11:00 A.M. We are all looking forward 
to hearing back from you. 
~T~ank You, 
~~~-
Robert Myers 
Chapter President 
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CPC Memorandum 
From the desk of DAVIS CARLYLE - CEO 
B/ I3 
3 
I want to extend a special thanks to the Sales/ 
Marketing and Distribution Division for the extra effort 
that has been applied toward making the expa..~sion of the 
Metro-Dade territory a success. As I indicated last 
January, a considerable amount of hard work would ~e 
involved in building the c~ient base, acquiring e:e 
necessary equipment, and training additional staff. 
However, I am pleased to announce that the extra e=fort 
has paid off and we will begin distribution on the 17tjl 
of June. 
I realize the timing of the expansion may cause some 
headaches with the increase in 4th of July advertising, 
but we must move forward and take advantage of the potential 
business. In addition, I would like to thank those 
delivery personnel who volunteered to put in some extra 
time to help us meet our schedule. It's ex~ra e£=o=t 
like this that keeps Centruy Printing number one! 
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CPC Memorandum 
TO: All Sales/Marke.ting 
B/IB 
4 
FROM: Ronald Faber, Director of Finance Management 
SUBJECT: Expansion budget estimates 
DATE: 6/9 
I will be distributing copies of the budget estimates 
that concern the first month of the territory expansion. 
You will each receive the portion of the budget that deals 
with your department. Review the figures, sign the form, 
and return it to my office no later than Thursday, June 
19th. If additional costs will be incurred over and 
above those listed, record them on the form before 
returning it. 
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C?C Memorandum 
B/IB 
5 
TO: David Sieler, Distribution Manager 
FROM: Carla Wysocki, 
SUBJECT: Vacation 
D~TE: 5/30 
I will be receivi~s my AA degree . from Citrus Community 
College on 6/20. I have made plans to reward myself with 
a trip home to visit rrr1 family for ten days. Thus, I will 
need to use six of '!::!'-! vacation days from 6/20 through 
6/27. Let me know as soon as you can so I can make the 
final arrangements. · 
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CPC Memorandum 
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TO: Marty Collin§, Distribution Manager 
FROM: Pat Arnold, Metro-Dade Distribution Director 
SUBJECT: Distribution schedule 
DATE: 6/13 
I want to thank you for agreeing to come in on Sunday. 
I realize it is inconvenient but I didn't want to let 
things go completely unattended until your return froc 
Charleston. 
One thing in particular is the schedule for the Ft. 
Lauderdale/West Palm Beach territory. I have instructed 
your secretary to put together a list of those delivery 
personnel designated to work the new territory and to 
include an indication of who volunteered to work the 
overtime. Although we have the option to invoke mandatory 
overtime, we usually ask for volunteers first. Given the 
small amount of overtime requested, we had no difficulty 
obtaining enough volunteers. 
Additionally, vacations and leaves of absence are 
restricted to one per division until we get settled in 
with the new territory. 
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Ce~tury Printing Company 
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Mia-ii, Floirda 33123 
Dear Mr. Arnold, 
B/IB 
7 
Conunercial Leasing of 
South Florida 
109 Antigo Way 
Miami, Florida 33112 
June 13th 
Regretably, I must inform you that Conunercial Leasing 
of South Florida will not be able to meet the agreed upon 
de2.ivery date of 14 June, for the eight new Toyundi 
delivery vans. Toyundi of Japan informed us yesterday 
t..~at the heavy demand for their vehicles will result in 
shi?ping delays of two to three weeks. Again, we regret 
this unavoidable delay and we expect to locate eight 
s~stitute vehicles for you by no later than 21st of June. 
I sincerely hope this delay will not disrupt your 
e~ansion efforts. 
Sincerely, 
Trevor Gilson 
President CLSF 
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TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
CPC .Heraorandum 
Marty Collins, Distribution Manager 
B/IB 
8 
Victor Perez, Ho~e Delivery Team - lead 
Self development 
6/10 
I have been with Century Printing since day one. I 
recently began taking some graphics design classes at 
Citrus Corrununity College in hopes of someday transfering 
to Advertising Design and Development. I feel that I would 
benefit greatly from the opportunity to apply what I am 
learning. 
If you could work sorne~~ing out with the Advertising 
Division I would certainly appreciate it. 
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TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
CPC Memorandum 
Marty Collins, Distribution Manager 
David Sidler, Distribution Manager 
Schedules 
6/1 
B/IB 
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I'm sorry I had to leave so abruptly but I had to 
start my new job immediately. I know you will enjoy 
working with this crew once you're settled in. If you 
need a hand with something or someone to show you around 
I would recommend Victor Perez. He has been a big help to 
me in the past. 
As I'm sure you are aware, Metro-Dade Distribution Center 
has just added the Ft. Lauderdale/West Palm Beach area 
to its territory. The personnel to work the new territory 
were hired a month ago. They have spent the past four weeks 
learning the job through both classroom training and on 
the job training with the morning and afternoon shifts. 
Beginning with the June 16th schedule, delivery personnel 
from both shifts will be transfered to a second morning shift 
assigned to the Ft. Lauderdale/West Palm Beach territory. 
This second morning shift will contain twice the personnel 
as the present shift to cover the territory in one shift. 
Eventually, another supervisor will be added to oversee the 
shift. 
Due to my hurried departure, I was unable to complete 
the schedules. Tracy Thurston will fill in the regular 
morning and afternoon shift schedules. However, because 
Tracy has no experience with the schedules, I left her 
instructions to transfer the hours from the most recent 
schedule as is. Thus, you will need to complete the new 
Ft. Lauderdale/West Palm Beach schedule. 
Sincerely, 
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CPC Memorandum 
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TO: }!arty Collins, Distribution Manager 
F~0!-1: Tim Gaylord, Business delivery team 
SU3JECT: Vacation 
OATS: 6/12 
Some time ago I put in a request to Mr. Sidler for 
te~ days vacation beginning June 30 and ending July 13. 
I have yet to receive a res.ponse and I have begun making 
arrange men ts. 
Please process my request as soon as possible. 
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Metro Dade Morning Shift 5:00 - 11:30 A.M. 
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Pick-up & 
News Organization-Deli~ery 
Carla Wysocki 
Blair Montegornery 
Paul Walters 
Juan Arquello 
Business - Pick-uo & Deliver 
Lead . Sandy Cluff 
Justin Parker 
Susan Miller 
Armondo Marino 
Tim Gaylord 
Week of 6/15 - 6/21 
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Metro Dade Afternoon Shift 
. Pick-up & 
News Organization-_De_liy_e:r:y 
Lead Frank Scari~i 
Jim Dugan 
Wynn Halstead 
Beth Toole 
Carlos Martino 
Mark Polecheck 
Business - Pick-up & Deliver 
Lead Mario Cruz 
Charles Walker 
11:30 - 6:00 P.M. 
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Carla Wysocki 
Blair Montegornery 
Paul Walters 
Juan Arquello 
Business - Pick-uo & Deliver 
Lead . Sandy Cluff 
Justin Parker 
Susan Miller 
/\n11011<10 Mar..l.110 
Tim Gaylord 
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Lead Victor · Perez 
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Connie Dills 
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TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
CPC Memorandum 
B/IB 
14 
Marty Collins, Distribution Manager 
Mark Anderson, Home Delivery Team 
Treatment of customers 
6/14 
Writing a complaint memo wasn't what I had in mind for 
our first interaction. However, I wanted to call sorne~~ing 
to your attention before it begins to relect on our team's 
performance. Of late, Victor Perez seems to have developed 
an attitude probl~m. While he has always done a good job, 
lately he acts as if he were too good for the job and 
his fellow workers. Customers have also begun to complain 
to other team members about Victor and I wanted to notify 
you before it gets back to Customer Relations·• 
I would appreciate any action you could take to solve 
this problem. 
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CPC Memorandum 
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TO: Marty Collins, Distribution Manager 
FROM: Pat Arnold, Metro-Dade Distribution 
SUBJECT: Delivery vans for territory expansion 
DATE: 6/14 
Commercial Leasing of South Florida will be unable 
to meet our contracted delivery date for the new vehicles. 
While they have promised to locate an additional eight 
delivery vans by Saturday, June 21, we cannot afford 
to delay the territory expansion. 
Please review the contract bids from the other leasing 
agencies and make a recommendation to replace Commercial 
Leasing. 
107 
Company 
Leasing Agency Contract Bids 
B/IB 
lSA 
Rates for 8 delivery vans 
1 week 1 month 6 months 
1) Lexicon Leasing, Inc. 
159 Bay Blvd. $1,175.00 I $3,500.00 $16,590.00 .r 
Miami, FL 33019 
Maintenance schedule: twice 
weekly 
Delivery Date: 14 June 
2) Commercial Leasing of Sout.~ Florida 
109 Antigo Way $1,000.00 $2,800.00 $14,750.00 
Miami, FL 33112 
Maintenance schedule: twice 
weekly 
Delivery Date: 14 June 
3) All American Leasing 
4009 Oakmont Drive 
Miami, FL 33121 
Maintenance schedule: tNice 
weekly 
Delivery Date: 24 hour notice 
4) Coast Leasing Corporation 
94 Deleon Drive 
Miami, FL 33133 
Maintenance shcedule: not included 
add $100.00 per week for ~int. 
Delivery Date: 14 ~une 
$1,300.00 $3,750.00 $17,500.00 
"· $1,075.00 $3,000.00 $15,500.00 
108 
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CPC Memorandum 
TO: Marty Collins, Distribution M~"'lager 
FROM: Tracy Thurston, Secretary 
SUBJECT: New territory schedule 
DATE: 6/14 
I'd like to welcome you to the Distribution Division 
and I'm looking forward to meeting you U?On your return. 
In the mean time, Mr. Arnold requestec that I put together 
this list of delivery personnel who are designated to work 
the new territory. I have also completed t.~e schedules 
Mr. Sidler asked me to _fill in. The only change from 
the last schedule is the addition of two hours of overtime 
for those who volunteered. 
Lead Juan Arguello 
Alex Norris 
David Winters 
Carla Wysocki 
Raymond Gant 
Juanita Valez 
Wynn .Halstead 
Lead Maury Mcki1"lon 
Mitch Nol~-i 
Terry Ric:iarC.s 
Connie Dills 
Armando Ma!:'ino 
Charles Walker 
Carlos Martino 
Lead Ryan Gibson 
Susan Miller 
Wilber Mathis 
Mark Polechek 
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TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
CPC Memorandum 
B/IB 
17 
Marty Collins, Distribution Manager 
Lee Williams, Managing Editor - Brochure Advertising 
Transfer 
6/12 
I was approached yesterday by Victor Perez, one of your 
delivery personnel, about his working in my department as an 
assistant. There is a graphic assistant position open now 
but I must fill it immediately • Victor seems to be motivated 
and willing to develop himself. If :you could arrange for him 
to start Monday, June 16, I would like to give him a try~ 
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Distribution Expansion Budget Estimates 
One month period covering 
6/16 - 7/16 
Item 
1) Wages: average salary per month = 
$950.00 x 13 employees 
2) Overtime: 10 hours x overtime rate 
of $11.00 per hour = 10 x 11.00 
3) Vehicle rental: 1/6 of 6 month rate 
of 14,750.00 = l~,750.00 
6 
4) Fuel: 30 days x ave!:'age daily cost 
of $93.00 = 30 x 93.00 
Estimated Cost 
$17,136.00 
$110.00 
$2,458.33 
$2,790.00 
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In-Basket Assessor Guide 
Skills List: 
Perception - to identify and analyze the facts surrcunding work 
activities; to interpret implications of alternative 
courses of action, and to evaluate factors essential 
to problem solution. 
Leadership - the ability guide and direct the actions of others. 
This includes motivation, delegation, and holding 
others accountable for results. 
Decision Making - to determine logical courses of action given 
one's perception of the data. 
Organizing & Planning - to structure effective courses of action for 
one's self and others; to establish schedules, 
set objectives, and establish follow-up 
procedures. 
Communication - to convey information to others in a clear and 
concise manner through both oral ar.d written means; 
to respond to the requests of others in a timely 
and comprehendable fashion. 
Coaching - to provide feedback to others concerning performance issues. 
This feedback should be designed to reso1ve conflict and/or 
increase initiative toward achieving goa1s and objectives. 
Skill Rating Scale Chesk L~st Ratinq Guidelines 
0 - not observed +++ = very effective behavior 
1 weak ++ 
2 - well below satisfactory + = eYidenced positive behavior 
3 - below satisfactory 
= e~idenced negative behavior 
4 - satisfactory 
5 - above satisfactory 
~~ry ineffective behavior 
6 - well above satisfactory 
7 - outstanding 
112 
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Assessor Guide - Form B 
Issue Description 
Issue 1: Scheduling - items 6,9,ll,llA,12,12A,13, 
13A,& Hi 
Century Printing Company (CPC) is expanding the 
delivery territory of the Metro-Dade distribution 
center (#6). To accomplish this goal the distri-
bution staff had to be doubled. The extra delivery 
personnel were hired over a month ago and have 
received both classroom and on the job training 
(#9). Delivery begins in the new territory (West 
Palm Beach/Ft. Lauderdale) in two days (June 17). 
Due to the hurried departure of the previous 
distribution manager the new schedule has not 
been completed (#9). A list of those delivery 
personnel designated to work the new territory 
is provided (#16) along with sample schedules 
the participant may use to work from (#11,llA, 
12,& 12A). The participant niust complete the 
1Jla11k schedule (/ID & 13/\), ensudn~J LhaL all 
delivery personnel are assigned to the proper 
work teams. 
Suqqested Action 
Issue 1: Scheduling - items 6,9,11,llA,12, 
12A,13,13A,& 16 
The participant should recognize that the 
schedule must be completed before 6/17. 
He/she should also recognize that no other 
individuals are qualified to complete the 
schedule. The participant should complete 
the schedule before leaving for the air-
port; however, if the task is delegated, a 
complete set of instructions must be 
included outlining which persons are 
assigned to which teams. A thank you note 
should also be sent to Tracy Thurston for 
her efforts. 
* See the 1 as t page of the Assessor c;u i de 
for an example of a correctly completed 
scliedulc. 
........ 
........ 
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Assessor Guide - Form l3 
Issue Descriotion 
Issue 2: Leasing Contract Bids - items 7,15,& 15A 
In expanding the Metro-Dade distribution center 
ere had to increase its fleet of <lclivery vans. 
The contract to lease eight new vehicles was 
a\'1arded to eonvnercial Leasing of South rlorida 
(CLSF); however, due to shipping delays on the 
part of the manufacturer, CLSF will not be able 
to meet the agreed upon delivery date of 6/14 
(#7). Therefore, an alternate leasing agency 
must be selected from the three remaining bids 
(#15 & 15A). The participant must review the 
three bids and select a company to supply CPC 
with eight new delivery vans. 
Suqqested Action 
Issue 2: Leasing Contract__Qj_d~ - items 7, 15, 
& 15A 
The p11rticip1111t should perceivt' I.he urqcncy 
of sclectin~ an alternlltc letlsi11~1 tl~Jency 
and take iu1111ediate action. One of the 
three agencies (All A111erican) required 
only a 24 hour notice to deliver the 
vehicles; however, the remaining two 
agencies (Lexicon and Coast) had indicated 
6/14 as their delivery date. Therefore, 
the participant should instruct Tracy 
Thurston to contact the later two agencies 
to find out if they can supply eight 
vehicles on a one day notice. She should 
then be instructed to award a six month 
contract to the agency that can deliver 
eight vehicles by 6/17, at the lowest cost. 
I--' 
I--' 
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Assessor Guide - Form B 
Issue Descriotion 
Issue 3: Budget Review - items l,4,7,15,15A,& 18 
The Director of Finance Management, Ronald Faber, 
has indicated that he is updating the projected 
budget estimates for the territory expansion. 
Mr. Faber· has indicated that he will be sending 
each department a copy of their portion of the 
territory expansion budget {#4 & 18). The 
participant should review the budgetary figures 
and correct any figures that conflict with the 
data in the exercise. 
In the materials, there is evidence that two of 
the items on the budget sheet will have higher 
costs than the estimates indicate. The overtime 
estimate does not account for the extra 2 hours 
of overtime required of 2/3 of the delivery 
personnel (#1). Additionally, the vehicle 
lease rate will change depending on which 
leasing agency is selected to replace Commercial 
Leasing of South Florida (#7,15,& 15A). 
Suqqested Action 
Issue 3: Budget Review - 1,4,7,15,15A,& 18 
The participant should perceive that the 
revised budget estimates are due in the 
Finance Management office in four days (6/19). 
He/she should also recognize that there 
are no qualified individuals to delegate 
the task to without significant guidance 
being provided. The overtime estimate 
should be revised by using the following 
formula: [(# working OT * 2 hrs.) x (OT rate 
of $11.00 p/h) x (18 days) + (origional OT 
estimate)] = [(25 x 2) x (11) x (18) + (110)] 
$10,010. A note should be written to Tracy 
Thurston directing her to revise the leasing 
expenditure estimate when the replacement 
leasing agent is chosen. Marty Collins (the 
participant) should then sign the budget 
sheet and forward it to Tracy Thurston to 
complete and send to Finance Management 
by 6/19. 
........ 
........ 
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Assessor Guide - Form B 
Issue Descriotion 
Issue 4: Vacations - items 5,6,10,12,& 12A 
A temporary policy has been instituted restrict-
ing vacations and leaves of absence to one 
per division during the initial start-up of 
the new territory (#6). As the schedule 
indicates, one person from the Sales/Marketing 
and Distribution Division is already out on 
maternity leave (#12 & 12A). In addition, two 
employees are requesting vacation time during 
this time period (#5 & 10). 
Suqqested Action 
Issue 4: Vacations - items 5,6,10,12,& 12A 
The participant should perceive that 
due to the temporary policy chanye no 
further leaves of absence, or vacations 
can be granted. He/she should write memos 
to Carla Wysocki and Tim Gaylord explaining 
why their requests cannot be granted. 
Additionally, the participant should 
inform them that there requests would 
almost certainly be approved once things 
return to normal. 
I-' 
I-' 
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Assessor Guide - Form B 
Issue Description Suggested Action 
Issue 5: Personnel Transfer/Discipline - items 8,9, 
14,& 17 
Victor Perez, Home Delivery Team - lead, has 
requested that the participant investigate the 
possibility of a transfer to the Advertising 
Division (//8). A memo has also been sent by 
Loe H1l11d111'l, an advcrt1s1ng 111c1na~1cr, l11<Jlcntln9 
that he \>mul<.J l ·lke to use Victor l'erez Lo r-1 ·11 a11 
opening that Victor approached him about (#17). 
In addition, the former distribution manager, 
David Sidler, has indicated that Victor Perez 
is a very helpful and competent employee(#9); 
however, recent performance problems seemed 
to have surfaced (#14). 
Issue 5: Personnel Transfer/Discipline 
items - 8,9,14,& 17 
The participant should realize that the 
Metro-Dade morning shift cannot afford 
to be without an experienced lead during 
the initial transition tn thr. llf'\-J 
LP1T1lory. flddlt1011all.Y. ht'/sltt' shuuld 
reco~Jnlze that Victor l'erez 111ay he ups(~L 
because he did not get the distribution 
managers job; thus, accounting for his 
apparent declining performance. A memo 
should be written to Victor Perez 
explaining that the transfer cannot be 
granted during the new territory start-up. 
The participant should also request a 
meeting to discuss the 111atter immediately 
upon returning on 6/23. A memo should 
also be sent to Lee Williams explaining 
the situation. 
~ 
~ 
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Assessor Guide - Form B 
Issue Description 
Stand Alone Items - 2,2A 
A request has been made by the local chapter 
of Junior Achievement to have two CPC employees 
{Clay Harlan and Wynn Halstead) return to 
speak to their organization. The meeting 
is on 6/28 from 9:00 - 11:00 a.m. {#2A). 
Jeffery Hanson, CPC's customer relations 
manager, has indicated that such events are 
very good publicity for CPC, and has asked 
that the arrange111ents be made as-soon-as-
possible (#2). 
~~----------~----~~~~~~~~~~~~------------~~~~~~~~- -- -- --- . 
Suqqested Action 
Stand Alone Items - 2,2A 
The participant should recognize that 
only Wynn Halstead is under his/her 
supervision. He/she should also recognize 
that the meeting would take place during 
Wynn Halsteiid's off hours. The participant 
shou 1 d i 11for111 Wynn of the even L amt 
encourage his participation, but he/she 
should leave the decision uµ to Wynn. 
A memo should also be written tu Lee 
Williams informing him of the aclion. 
I-' 
1--' 
ex:; 
Issue 
General 
General 
General 
General 
Issue 1 
Issue 2 
Issue 3 
Perception 
Check List Items 
B/AG 
7 
Overall Rating ___ _ 
1) Perceived the nature of the task (ie . review and prioritize the materials; take 
action or postpone action where necessary)? 
2) Perceived the time constraints? 
3) Perceived which issues were most important (ie. which issues to handle him/herself; 
which issues to delegate; which issues to postpone action on)? 
4) Perceived who the major characters were in the exercise? 
5) Perceived the schedule had to be completed by Monday 6/16, to allow time for 
the schedules to be posted? 
6) Perceived that the morning shift manager was responsible for most of the 
administrative duties (thus, the scheduling task should only be delegated if 
specific instructions were included)? 
7) Perceived that the delivery personnel designated to work the West Palm Beach/ 
Ft . Lauderda 1 e territory must be assigned to the proper \'/Ork teams? 
8) Perceived that a decision regarding the leasing company must be made by 6/16? 
9) Perceived that two of the three remaining leasing agencies had listed 6/14 as 
their delivery date; thus, both must be contacted reqardin9 a delivery date 
of_ 6/16? 
10) Perceived that Lhc bud9et cstimtites were due in Lhe Fini.Ince Ma11l\~c111c11L orfil:t' 
by 6/19? 
11) Perceived the budget revision task should he handled by him/herself unless 
specific direction and guidance were provided to others? 
I-' 
I-' 
~ 
Issue 
Issue 3 
Issue 4 
Issue 5 
Stand 
Alone Items 
Perception Cont. 
Check Li st Items 
12) Perceived that the overtime estimate and the leasing expenditure estimate 
were not correct? 
B/AG 
8 
13) Perceived the temporary policy change regarding leaves of absence and vacations 
during the initial stages of the territory expansion? 
14) Perceived that Victor Perez's performance problems should be addressed before 
granting a transfer? 
15) Perceived that, although he could encourage Wynn Halstead's participation in 
the Junior Achievement speaking engagement, the decision was up to Wynn since 
it occured during non-working hours? 
Additional Behaviors Observed: 
....... 
rv 
0 
Issue 
General 
General 
General 
General 
Issue 2 I 
issue 3 I 
Issue 5 I 
Leadership 
B/AG 
9 
Overall Rating ___ _ 
Check List I terns 
-----
1) Delegated tasks to the appropriate individuals? 
2) Did not delegate critical tasks to others? 
3) Provided specific direction and guidance when delegating tasks to others? 
4) Instituted follow-up measures to ensure that acivities were carried out 
successfully? 
5) Delegated the task of securing the delivery of the lease vehicles to Tracy 
Thurston. or other riual ified person? 
6) Directed Tracy Thurston (or other qualified person) to revise the leilsing 
expenditure estimate on the budget sheet once the arrangements have been 111ade? 
7) Informed Victor Perez of his/her decision regarding his transfer request? 
Additional Behaviors Observed: 
I-' 
N 
I-' 
Issue 
General 
General 
General 
General 
Issue 1 
Issue 2 
Issue 3 
Issue 4 
Issue 5 
B/AG 
10 
Decision Making Overall Rating __ _ 
Check List Items 
1) Formulated logical decisions based on available data? 
2) Considered ramifications when making -decisions? 
3) Weighed all data when faced with a decision involving several alternatives? 
4) Appropriately gave more attention to some information and less to others 
(eg. schedule and lease vehicles vs. speaker request)? 
5) Completed the schedule correctly (see schedule example), or delegated the 
task with specific direction and guidance? 
6) Delegated the task of contacting the leasing agencies to negotiate the delivery 
of eight vehicles by 6/17, at the lowest cost? 
7) Scheduled a follow-up meeting with Pat Arnold (his/her superior) to discuss the 
lease vehicle situation? 
8) Signed the budget sheet and revised it to reflect the additional overtime 
(~$10,010.00) and the increased cost for the delivery vans? 
9) Denied the vacation requests per the change in policy, and informed both 
individuals that vacation time would likely be available after the new 
territory is running smoothly? 
10) Informed Victor Perez and Lee Williams that the transfer cannot take place 
until after the initial start-up of the West Palm Beach/Ft. Lauderdale 
territory? 
1--' 
(\..) 
(\..) 
Issue 
Issue 5 
Stand 
Alone Items 
Decision Making Cont. 
Check List Items 
11) Scheduled a meeting with Victor Perez on 6/23 to discuss the transfer and 
illeged performance problems? 
12) Informed Jeffery Hanson in Customer Relations of the situation regarding 
the speaker for the Junior Achievement Chapter? 
Additional Behaviors Observed: 
8/AG 
11 
I-' 
N 
w 
Issue 
General 
General 
General 
General 
General 
General 
General 
Issue 1 
Issue 5 
Stand 
Alone Items 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Organizing and Planning 
B//\G 
12 
Overall Rating ______ _ 
Check List Items 
- ·- ··--
---
1) Used a structured approach to handling the materials (eg. read through the 
materials first and took action based on the relative importance of the issues)? 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
Physicaly rearranged materials in some µrioritizcd fashion? 
Marked materials to highlight important information? 
Structured his/her activities to allow time to complete the exercise? 
Provided a logical structure to follow when directing the work efforts of others? 
Used the calendar to organize upcoming activities? 
Established follow-up meetings to assess the progress of delegated tasks? 
Structured the schedule, such that, there were three complete teams working 
the morning shift in the West Palm Beach/Ft. Lauderdale territory? 
9) Scheduled a meeting on 6/23 with Victor Perez to .discuss the reported performance 
problems and the transfer? 
10) Made arrangements for Wynn Halstead to speak to the local chapter of 
Junior Achievement? 
Additional Behaviors Observed: 
I-' 
N 
~ 
Communication 
Issue Check List Items 
Genera 1 1) Wrote memos and letters in a legible manner? 
General 2) Used appropriate vocabulary level? 
General 3) Used appropriate sentence structure? 
Genera 1 4) Used appropriate granmar and punctuation? 
General 5) Used correct spelling? 
General 6) Expressed him/herself clearly and concisely? 
Additional Behaviors Observed: 
11/ /\l; 
13 
Overall Rating ___ _ 
I-' 
tv 
Ul 
Issue 
General 
General 
General 
General 
General 
General 
Issue 5 
B/AG 
14 
Coaching Overall Rating ___ _ 
Check List Items 
1) Provided feedback to the work efforts of others? 
2) Outlined methods and activities designed to improve the performance of 
subordinates? 
3) Provided specific guidance to assist subordinates in carrying out assigned 
activities? 
4) rook measures to resolve conflict disruptive to the work process? 
5) Arranged for a group meeting with all subordinates to establish goals and 
objectives? 
6) Informed subordinates of negative information in a non-offending manner 
(eg. did not blunty refute the vacation or transfer requests)? 
7) Scheduled a meeting with Victor Perez to discuss the transfer request and 
the reported performance problems? 
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American Review Magazine 
Simulation Exercise 
I.D. Number 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
For the purpose of this exercise, you are to consider yourself Chris 
Wilson, an Operations Manager for American Review Magazine (AR). You 
ver:y recently agreed to accept the position of Operations Manager with 
Anerican Review when the previous Operations Manager, Mitch Simmons, 
too~ early retirement due to declining health. 
Tc..:.a.y is Sunday, November 29th, 9:00 A.M. You have agreed to come to 
your office today at the request of Dale Carlson, Director of Operations, 
who felt that several issues required your immediate attention. However, 
you will not be able to remain at the office for more than SO minutes 
due to a plane flight you must catch at 10:30. You will be returning 
to St.Louis for a week to finalize details and move you family to Florida. 
The=efore, you will be unable to return to your new office until Monday, 
Dec~ober 7th. 
Be~ause it is Sunday, there will not be anyone in the building until 
af :er 12 noon, except you and the security guard. Your staff is not 
available, the files are locked, and the switchboard is not open. You 
wi.2...1 be unable to communicate directly with any other staff members 
while you are in your office today. 
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INSTRUCTIONS (Continued) 
You now have 50 minutes to review the material that has not been attended 
to since Mitch Simmons' retirement two weeks ago. You may handle the 
material in any way you see fit. Write letters, direct memos, or hold 
anything you feel should be held until your return. However, any 
action you take or decisions you make must be indicated in writing. 
Remember, today is Sunday, November 29th. Your absence for the next 
week cannot be changed and you cannot take any materials with you. 
Therefore, any matters you wish handled prior to December 7th must be 
handled today and should be in written form. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
American Review Xagazine was established in 1952 by Anderson Bryant 
who left a promising career with Life Magazine to establish his own 
publication. Origionally a weekly publication, American Review (AR) 
switched to monthly publication in 1965 and has a monthly distribution 
of 1.9 million copies. Presentl~ mail order subscriptions account for 
63~ of sales ~fl.th the remaining 37% coming from newsstand and over-the-
counter sales. 
Although previously headquarterd in New York, AR moved to Central Florida 
five years ago because of its strong economy and non-union environment. 
In addition to its Central Florida headquarters, AR maintains ten bureaus 
in five regions across the United States. AR employs 193 people at its 
Central Florida location and 78 people at its bureau locations. The four 
divisions that make up the company are Marketing, Circulation, Editorial, 
and Operations. 
AR is a magazine that covers the American lifestyle. The four departments 
that make up each issue are Working Life, Recreation, Home and Family, and 
Looking Agead plus each month's cover story. AR bas maintained steady growth 
over the last three decades by marketing its publication toward the American 
homeowner but is looking at expanding its market by establishing new 
publications. 
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BACKGROUND INFO. (Continuec) 
Operations managers within the Operations Division are responsible for 
supervising the activities of three shift leacers and ten to twelve 
equipment operators and technicians. However, the day shift manager 
is responsible for most of the administrative duties. These 
responsibliLies include scheduling personnel, e~suring that all 
supplies and materials necessary for productio~ runs are available, 
and taking necessary actions to ensure that goals and objectives 
are met. 
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American Review 
From the desk of Charles Bryant - Chief Executive Officer 
A/IB 
1 
As you all are aware ou:t:: special issue "The Year In Review" is presently 
in the works. I wanted to thank everyone ahead of time for the extra 
effort and long hours that will be necessary to meet our deadlines. In 
addition, I would like to thank those of you who have volunteered to ~ork 
the midnight overtime shift on your days off from 12/1 through 12/14. As 
a reminder, due to problems encountered in recent years our policy 
regarding vacations during this period has changed to allow only one perso~ 
per division to be on vacation when the special issue is in production. 
Sincerely, 
~~ 
Chief Executive Officer 
139 
A/IB 
2 
American Review 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Dale Carlson, Director of Operations 
FROM: Bob Worrell, Customer Relations Manager 
DATE: 11/24 
St"'BJ=:C:: Tour for WLRC 
I recaived the attached letter from the Winter Lakes Retirement Center 
requ.:sti:lg a tour similar to the one we did two years ago. The 
previotl.S tour was very successful and we would like to see this one 
do as •ell also. Please make the necessary arrangements and get back 
with =e as-soon-as-possible. 
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American Review Magazine 
101 Central Florida Parkway 
Winter Lakes, FL 32999 
ATTN: Community Relations 
A/IB 
2A 
Winter Lakes Retirement Center 
609 Driftwood Drive 
Winter Lakes, FL 32909 
As you know it's been about two years since Winter Lakes Retirement Center 
had a tour of your production facilities. I have recently received 
several inquiries from our members about doing another tour. Our group 
really enjoyed your company's hospitality and I know that a second tour 
would be equally well received. 
If it can be arranged our group will contain about· ·30 people and the 
tour should last no longer than 2 hours. We have quite a few activities 
planned for the latter half of Dece::i.ber so a date during the beginning of 
the month would be most suitable. 
Thank you, 
tZ~~ 
Director of Activities Planning 
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American Review 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: ~tch Simmons, Operations Manager 
FROM: Sue Koffman, Equipment Operator 
DATE: 11/13 
SUBJECT: Vacation request 
A/IB 
3 
I have not had a vacation in close to two years and I have 20 days on 
the books. My parents will be staying with us for the month of Dece::ber 
and I would like to use 15 days of my vacation time from 12/7 through 
12/28. Please let me know as-soon-as-possible so I can finalize my 
plans. 
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American Review 
MEMORANDUH 
TO: All Directors and Man~gers 
F3.0M: Andrew Boleman, Director of Finance and Accounting 
n;.:E: 11/18 
Sl"'3JECT: Budget projections 
A/IB 
4 
I am scoeduled to make a presentation to the Board of Directors regarding 
t'!::.s year's budget. As the fourth quarter has not ended yet I will need 
a .::opy of all fourth quarter budget sheets with estimated "actual" 
e::t;lenditures for the final month of the quarter. Please review all 
relevant data and send me your findings no later than the first of 
December. 
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American Review 
Request for Transfer 
NANE: Robert Eartman 
POSITION: Lead - Sorting Team 
DATE: 11/24 
Transfer to: Division - Circulation 
Department - Planning and Control 
Transfer from: Division - Operations 
Department - Sorting - Shift I 
A/IB 
5 
Reason(s): I enjoy working for American Review Magazine 
and want to gain experience in all divisions 
to better prepare myself for advancement in 
the company. 
Signature:~~ 
Robert A. Hartman 
Approval 
Immediate Supervise~=--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Division Director=--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
SUBJECT: 
American Review 
MEY..ORA.\"DUM 
Chris Wilson, Operations Manager 
Dale Carlson, Director of Operations 
11/27 
Schedule 
A/IB 
6 
I'd like to thank you for agreeing to come in on Sunday. Due to Mitch's 
sudden retirement he was unable to complete the schedule for the extra 
midnight shift (12:00 - 8:00 A.M.) that will be run to meet deadlines 
for the special issue. 
The finalized list of those who sig:led-up to work the midnight shift on 
their days off is attached. Please give this your attention. 
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TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
SUBJECT: 
American Review 
MEMOR...\..~UM 
Chris Wilson, Operations Manager 
Dale Carson, Director of Operations 
11/27 
Sign-up sheet for midnight OT shift 
Anton Jefferson 
Jim Mulberry 
John Gustafson 
Sandy Dobson 
Roy Evans 
Robin Woods 
Brian Garris 
Blair Karlyle 
Kevin Hoskin 
Tracy Jameson 
Bob Clark 
Lester Henderson 
Mickey Sauders 
Ed Ramirez 
Michael Speer 
Pat Sullivan 
Steve Bossard 
Mark Wilson 
Aurthor Washington 
Dennis Wightman 
A/IB 
6.A 
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TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
SUBJECT: 
American Review 
MEHORA.\1DUM 
Chris Wilson, Operations Manager 
Dale Carlson, Director of Operations 
11/25 
Budget update 
A/IB 
7 
I had Nick Traub fill in some estimates of what S~ift I's actual 
expenditures will be in December based on what he estimated for Snift II. 
Review the figures and sign off on it if everythi~g looks in line. 
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EguiEment 
New Acquisitions 
Maintenance 
Overtime {hours2 
Materials 
Ink 
Paper 
Other 
ScraEEage ~Eounds) 
Operations Manager 
Shift I 
Signature ••.••.•• 
A/IB 
7A 
Fourth Quarter Operations Expenditures: Shift I 
SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER n:::c~mER 
Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted/Actual 
$300 66'/.00 $300 tl7.f)1/f5 $15, ooo/i'i U°'/1 $300 jt3co 
$Boo (rcJ.~lEs $700 f;;c;. 95 $800 r~o!' s;oo /sico 
30 /1~ 30 I~{, 30 /.sJ 33!J p:o-~ 
$2,6oof ~ t»o $2,600~600 $2,6oohoo s3, ooop40&10 
$6, 2oof &;soo $6, 2oo{b ax> $6, 2otr:.ro sa,2co/s~2cc 
$250 fs-'IS./9 $250 /ns:oo $250 30/, Oo s:so /i~cc-$?..ro 
500 I ,~go 500 / ,~ 500 /.5'~ 5·:-0 /5co-t,oo 
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TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
St;BJECT: 
American Review 
MEMO RAND ill! 
Chris Wilson, Operations Manager 
Mitch Simmons, Operations Manager 
11/20 
Unfinished business 
A/IB 
8 
I'd like to express my regrets for not being able to greet you personally 
and show you around but I'm sure Dale will assist you in getting situated. 
I've completed the regular schedule for you up through mid December so 
the only unfinished business is the special issue overtime schedule. I've 
i:i.ade arrangements for Kim Clark to provide you with a copy of a blank 
schedule and a copy of Shift II's regular schedule when it is ready. 
!:>on't worry about having enough people sign up for the overtime since they 
always look forward to the cash for Christmas. 
If you run into any problems when settling into your position I'm sure Bob 
~rtman will be willing to help. He's been my right-hand man and he 
cartainly knows the job. 
Good Luck! 
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American Review Magazine 
101 Central Florida Parkway 
Winter Lakes, FL 32999 
Gentlemen: 
Indigo Ink Company 
141~ Blanchard Drive 
Ta=;ia, FL 31469 
A/IB 
9 
As you may have heard the Indigo Ink Company eX?erie~ced an explosion at 
our main processing facility Friday, .November 27, and we regretfully 
inform our customers that we will not be back on-line until late 
December. 
We apologize for the inconvenience and we look f or~ard to continuing 
to serve your company next year. 
Si/JLL 
Andrew Po\.'ers 
Director of Customer Relations 
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TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
SUBJECT: 
American Review 
MEMORANDUM 
Dale Carlson, Director of Operations 
Dan Pinder, Equipment Operator 
11/18 
Vacation request 
A/IB 
10 
I realize my request co::-cs on short notice, however, I was able to obtain 
plane tickets at a subs:antial discount and I'd like to use my 10 
remaining vacation days to join my family in New York for my parents 
25th anniversary. Elease process my request in Mitch Simmons' absence 
for the dates of 11/30 - 12/13. 
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Shift I Schedule 
A/ID 
11 
Weeks of 11/29 - 12/12 
~-----------------~s_u_N+_M_O_N~_T_U_E4_w_E_D~~T~l~W~R~F~R~I~MT SUN MOOT~ mo ru~FRI SM 
Equipment Operation Team: 
Lead Pat Sullivnn / 'l-Y,'~ > / / f .. r2 ;:::- / 
Mark Wilson l;J.-'l.·3o 8-'1,·30 ;, / 1 / 1;;..-'f.3J 1-'f.':/~ :::=:- / / 
Sandy Dobson /c:.2~.1'11/1/ 8-~~ ;- /J.-'/!c / / 5'-f.J'I' ?' 
oan Pinder I// ~-'l:x> -;,V / f-Y.~ .;.. 
Kevin Hoskin /J-'/,'.JO 8-'l.'Jo ;:... I// f'-r.:;o ,-1~-'l.'Sr: 8-'/.'5l' L 1 / / s-r1~ ~ 
Sorting/Binding Team: 
Lead Robert Hartman IJ-'/,'Jo/J-~~ 71/V~-'l.W /J-'f,Jo ~-'/.':Se,, ~Vl/8-'t.'Ju 
Authur Washington I/ V 9-'f.'."sb ~ [// 8-<1,so ,...-
Sue Koffman /J--'/.'3o 8-'bo VI/ t'-L//.Jc, ) IJ-'f:5o S-'/:Jo V / f-'1,'3,-, ) 
Jim Mulberry IJ-'1:30 3-'/,'30 ·~ V / 5'-'f.'.Jo /J•·f,'3D 9-Y,'Jo ;- /V g-'l·'sc 
Maintenance Team: 
Lead Mickey Sauders 1J.-'{,'30 1V V 8-'/:30 71J-'l.'Jo 1/ V 9-L/!Jo ~ 
Marty Johnson ld.-'1:3o 8-'l,'3o /!/ 8-'lfJo --~ l~-'f;30 ~-'l,'Jo j/ I/ 8-'l:.10 .:;... 
Anton Jefferson 1~-'1:30 g-'{:io ? / 8-'l.'30 I/ /;J·'f,'301?-lf:zo '/ 8-1:10 / 
Dennis Wightman / 8-•1:10 - ";,/ 9-'l,'JO /8-'lfJo ·;- / i"-9.~ 
Ilriun Garrin J:J-'(:JO 'i-'/IJO ;l/l/ t~·t(:Jo g.'/.36' / ~ / 
....., 
U1 
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Equipment · Operation Team: 
Lead Tracy Jameson 
John Gustafson 
Shift II Schedule A/IB 
12 
Weeks of 11/29 - 12/12 
suN I MON I TUE I WED I THuRI FRI I S/\T ·I suN I MON · I TUE 1 WED 1 THURI FRI 1 SAT 
'l.':Jo-111 I I I 'l~/l".·10-111 I I I >1717 
q~o-11l~/7l~;_:llf - , - -1 ~I 'l:.1°-11 j/1/l'l:.10-1t I- I I r 
--
Chuck Short L/:Jo-// "-l.'Jo11 
Eel Ramirez ~ 
·•---t---i--~ 
Sonny Joslin ..._~~__,~~t---~ 
Sortinq/Bindinq Team: 
Lead Brian Karlyle w.·21rll ~ I I 7J7l/Jt1:30-11 f ":~-11-(--l-=1~7j/w,-1°-11 
F Michael seeer t1~fl ~=;:·O:-tij~:J2V:: : : 
Scott Martin 
, Robin Woods ~~ I 7r<k2~~1~-l/l:j I 12l0y,~.-~ I Bob Clark _ l/:3()-1/ /V 'f:J<>-J/ V 
Maintenance Team: 
I Lead Ben wier ;-;;;;;;, - -i::;:~l=:j I ~ 
1--.i--?•'l:J0-11 /Vl'l,·Ja-.11· - ~ Lester Uender~nn 
-~~-S-te_~c-.lls1~~~_....__ __________ ~~---tc:::_---t-=.....:...__::_.f---~--~J-----1----~~~~l 
~------~u~oy_i::_v~nD--~------------~----i:-----r----·l~----t::::::..---t:.:.::::.~j..---~J!:.:;.~~-----.J----:.i.~--~::::__JL,!.::~:..l--:::_v 
Bruce Hicarcl '/."~~-// -1----+---+--~ 
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Midnight Shift (12 - 8:00 A.M.) A/IB l3A 
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American Review 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Chris Wilson, Operations Manager 
FROM: Pat Sullivan, Lead - Equipment Operations Team 
DATE: 11/27 
SUBJECT: Bob Hartman 
I would like to bring something to your attention right away before it gets 
out of hand. Last week Bob Hartman asked to borrow one of my operators to 
help him catch up. On both occasions he tried to keep the person longer 
than he had origionally asked which caused my team to fall behind. 
In addition, Bob was reprimanded a week ago for smoking in the production 
facility by Mr. Adlay when he made a surprise visit. Unfortunately, the 
smoking on the job hasn't stopped which sets a bad example, not to mention 
endangering lives. I don't like reporting Bob this way but something must 
be done. 
156 
TO .: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
SUBJECT: 
A!:cric:m Review 
Chris Wilson, Operations ~ager 
Dale Carlson, Director of Operations 
11/28 
Alternate ink supplie= 
A/IB 
15 
Our present supplier of ink, Indigo Ink Company, will not be able to meet 
our next shipment of ink due to sooe sort of accident. Review the bids 
we received last August and decide ~hich company we should go with until 
Indigo gets back on its feet around the first of the year. Our present 
supplies should last through 12/7. 
157 
1) Company: 
Cost per quantity 
of ink: 
Delivery lead time: 
2) Company: 
Cost per quantity 
of ink: 
Delivery lead time: 
3) Company: 
Cost per quantity 
of ink: 
Delivery lead time: 
Ink Supply Bids 
8/10 
Universal Printing Supply 
120 Fullwood Blvd. 
Jacksonville, FL 30469 
3 month supply: 
1 month supply: 
2 week supply 
$9,000.00 
$3,900.00 
$2,200.00 
10 to 12 days from the date of order. 
Indigo Ink Company 
1414 Blanchard Drive 
Tampa, FL 31469 
3 month supply: 
1 month supply: 
2 week supply · : 
$7,800.00 
$3,100.00 
$1,900.00 
7 to 10 days from the date of order 
Inkwell Inc. 
1001 Industrial Way 
Brunswick, GA 41354 
3 month supply: 
1 month supply: 
2 week supply : 
$8,100.00 
$3,200.00 · 
$2,000.00 
2 weeks from the date of order 
A/IB 
15A 
158 
4) Coopany: 
Cost per quantity: 
of ink. 
Delivery lead time: 
Ink Supply Bids (Continued) 
Atlantic Distributors 
95 Coastal Ave. 
Melbourne, FL 32226 
3 month supply: 
1 month supply: 
2 week supply : 
$9,500.00 
$4,100.00 
$2,500.00 
5 to 7 weeks from the date of order 
A/IB 
15B 
159 
American Review 
MEMORANDUM 
. TO: Chris Wilson, Operations Manager 
FROM: Joseph ln=an, Manager - Planning and Control 
DATE: 11/28 
SUBJECT: Robert Hartman's transfer 
A/IB 
16 
I would like to request that you process Robert Hartman's request 
for transfer as quic..~ly as possible as my superior wants the position 
filled by Friday 12/4. _ I have heard many good things about Robert 
and am looking for~ard to his arrival. 
160 
In-Basket Assessor Guide 
Skills List: 
Perception - to identify ar.d analyze the facts surrounding work 
activities; to interpret implications of alternative 
courses of action, and to evaluate factors essential 
to problem solution. 
Leadership - the ability guide and direct the actions of others. 
This includes motivation, delegation, and holding 
others accountable for results. 
Decision Making - to deter:7line logical courses of action given 
one's perception of the data. 
Organizing & Planning - to structure effective courses of action for 
one's self and others; to establish schedules, 
set objectives, and establish follow-up 
procedures. 
Communication - to convey information to others in a clear and 
concise manner through both oral and written means; 
to respond to the requests of others in a timely 
and ccmprehendable fashion. 
Coaching - to provide fe:tback to others concerning performance issues. 
This feedback should be designed to resolve conflict and/or 
increase initiative toward achieving goals and objectives. 
Skill Rating Scale 
0 - not observed 
1 - weak 
2 - well below satisfactory 
3 - below satisfactory 
4 - satisfactory 
5 - above satisfactory 
6 - well above satisfact0r1 
7 - outstanding 
Check List Ratinq Guidelines 
+++ = very effective behavior 
++ 
+ = evidenced positive behavior 
= evidenced negative behavior 
Very ineffective behavior 
161 
A/AG 
1 
Assessor Guide - Form A 
Issue Oescriotion 
Issue 1: Scheduling - items 1,6,6A,8,ll,12,& .13 
American Review Magazine (AR) puts out a year 
end special issue in December. To meet their 
rlc?1ull inr!!i Uu! Opcrc1Lfons Division must run nn 
ovr.rti111c Sir I rt. Tire only ava1lciblc Lime 011 
the press ·is from m1drr1ght to fl:OO a.111. (Ill & G). 
A list of volunteers has been collected (6 & 6A) 
and a sample schedule is provided (#11 & 12). 
The participant must fill in the blank 
overtime schedule (#13), ensuring that all 
personnel are assigned to the proper work 
teams. 
SuqQested Action 
Issue 1: Scheduling - items l,6,6A,8,ll,12,& 13 
The participant should recognize that the 
schedule must be conplctcd before 12/1. 
11<'/shc• should \\lso recn~ttdl.t~ th.11. nu ol:lr1•1· 
lrulivi<luals 11rf! CJllill i ffrd to wmpldt' t.hl' 
schedule. The participilnt should t.:ompletl~ 
the schedule before leaving for the air-
port; however, if the task is delegated, a 
complete set of instructions must be 
included outlining which persons are 
assigned to which teams. A thank you note 
should also be sent to Kim Clark for her 
efforts. 
* See the last page of the Assessor Guide 
for an example of a correctly completed 
schedule. 
t-i 
O'I 
f\.) 
A/AG 
2 
Assessor Guide - Form A 
Issue Description 
Issue 2: Ink Bids - items 9,15,15A,& lSB 
AR presently buys its ink from Indigo Ink 
Company. Due to an ~xplosion at their 
processing facility (#9) they will be unable 
lo mccl /\H's Ink sltlp111cnls until li.llo 
December. The present ink supplies on hand 
at AR should last through the first week 
in December (/115). An alternate ink suppler 
must be selected to replace Indigo Ink 
temporarily. Kim Clark, Chris Wilson's 
secretary, has gathered the four bids to 
be reviewed by the participant (#15A & 15B). 
Suqqested Action 
Issue 2: Ink Bids - items 9,15,15A,& 158 
The participant should perceive the urgency 
of choosing a substitute ink supplier and 
should take action i11111ediately. Since 
11orn? n f the three rcmll i 11i11~1 co111p.111i t?s lwvo 
indicated a delivery lead time of seven 
days or less, an atte111pt to 11e~1utillte an 
acceptable delivery date (12/7) 111ust be 
made. The participant should instruct Kim 
Clark to contact each company that can 
deliver a one month supply of ink by 12/7, 
at the lowest cost. 
t-J 
O'\ 
w 
A/AG 
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Assessor Guide - Form A 
Issue Description 
Issue 3: Budget Review - items l,4,7,7A,9,15,15A, 
& 158 
The Director of Finance and Accounting, 
Andrew Soleman, has indicated that he must 
make a presentation to the board of directors 
regarding the budget. Since the fourth 
quarter has not ended yet, he has requested 
that all directors and managers estimate 
their expenditures for the final month of 
the quarter {#4). The supervisor for Shift II 
has made estimates of Shift I's expenditures 
for Chris Wilson to review {#7 & 7A). In the 
materials there is evidence that two of 
the items on the budget sheet will have 
higher costs than the estimates indicate. 
The estimated overtime hours does not reflect 
the midnight overtime shift {#1), and the 
estimated ink expenditure does not reflect 
the extra cost that will be incurred as a 
result of the accident at the Indigo Ink 
Company {#9,15,15A,& 15B). The participant 
should correct the inconsistc?ncies, si~n the 
for111, clrH.I return it to the 171nancc and 
Accounting office by 12/1. 
~ested Action 
Issue 3: Budget Review - items l,4,7,7A,9,15, 
15A,& 158 
The participant should recognize that the 
estimates are due in the Finance and 
Accounting office in two days {12/1). He/she 
should also perceive that there are no 
qualified individuals to delegate the task 
to without significant guidance being 
provided. The overtime estimate should be 
revised by multiplying the number of Shift 
personnel who volunteered to work the 
overtime shift by the number of additional 
hours worked. This number is then added to 
the origional estimate provided {i.e. [{10 x 32) 
+ 225] = 545). A note should be written to 
Kim Clark directing her to revise the ink 
cxµenditure estimate when the replacement 
supplier is chosen. Chris Wilson {the 
pc11·ticipant) should then sign the budget 
sheet anci forward it to Kim Cla1·k to complete 
and send to Finance and /\ccou11tin~1 by 12/1. 
....., 
O'\ 
~ 
A/AG 
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Assessor Guide - Form A 
Issue Descriotion 
Issue 4: Vacati~~ - items 1,3,10,& 12 
A new policy has been instituted restricting 
vacation!l to one per division durinu the 
printing of the year end special issue (#1). 
As the schedule indicates, one person from 
the Operations Division is already on 
vacation during this time period (#12). 
In addition, two employees are requesting 
vacation time during this time period (#3 & 10). 
Issue 5: Personnel Transfer/Discipline 
items 5,8,14,& 16 
Robert Hartman, Sorting Team Lead, has requested 
a transfer to the Circulation Division (#5). 
A memo has also been sent ' by the Circulation 
Division indicating an in111ediate need to fill 
a position(#l6). In addition, the former 
operations manager, Mitch Simmons, has indicated 
that Robert Hartman is a very helpful and 
competent employee (#8); however, recent 
performance problems seem to have surfaced (#14). 
Suooested Action 
J~_s_ye 4:_Vacations_ - items 1,3~10.~ 12 
The participant should perceive that due 
to the nr.w policy no furthe1· v,ic.1t.inns c.111 
be yranted. lie/she should write memos Lo 
Sue Koffman and Dan Pinder explaining why 
their requests cannot be granted. He/she 
might also suggest time frames that would 
not interfere with the special issue. 
Issue 5: Personnel Transfer/Discipline 
items 5,8,14,& 16 
The participant should realize that Shift 
cannot afford to be without an experienced 
. lead during the special issue production. 
Additionally, he/she should recognize that 
Robert l~rtman may be disgruntled because he 
did not get the operations manager job; thus, 
resulting in the reported performance problems. 
A memo should be written to Robert Hartman 
explaining why the transfer cannot be granted 
at this time; a meeting should also be scheduled 
to discuss the matter on 12/7. A memo should 
also be sent to Joe Inman explaining the situation. 1-.J 
°' U'1 
1\/1\G 
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Assessor Guide - Form A 
Issue Oescriotion 
Stand Alone Items - 2,2A 
A request has been made by the Winter Lakes 
Retirement Center for a group tour of the 
production facility some time during the first 
two weeks of December (#2A). Bob Worrell, 
AR's customer relations manager, has indicated 
that a previous tour went very well and has 
asked that the arrangements be made as-soon-
as-poss i bl e (#2). 
Suaaested Action 
Stand Alone Items - 2,2A 
The participant should recognize that a 
tour during the beginning of the month 
may interfere with the hectic special 
issue production schedule. He/she should 
write a memo to Bob Worrell informing 
him that the tour can be arranged after 
December 14th because of the production 
schedule. A memo should also be directed 
to Kim Clark instructing her to recruit 
a volunteer tour guide, preferably one 
of the Shift I team leads. 
i-i 
O"I 
O"I 
Issue 
General 
General 
General 
General 
Issue 1 
Issue 1 
II 
Issue 2 
II 
Issue 3 
II 
II 
Issue 4 
Perception 
Check List Items 
A/AG 
6 
Overall Rating ___ _ 
1) Perceived the nature of the task (ie. review and prioritize the materials; take action 
or postpone action where necessary)? 
2) Perceived the time constraints? 
3) Perceived which issues were most important (ie. which issues to handle him/herself; 
which issues to delegate; which issues to postpone action on)? 
4) Perceived who the major characters were in the exercise? 
5) Perceived the schedule had to be completed by Monday 11/30 to allow time for the 
schedules to be posted? 
6) Perceived that the day shift manager was responsible for most of the administrative 
duties (thus, the scheduling task should only be delegated if guidance is provided)? 
7) Perceived that the overtime volunteers must be placed on the proper work .teams? 
8) Perceived an alternate ink supplier must be found by 12/7? 
9) Perceived that none of the three companies had a delivery letld time of 7 d1i_ys 01· 1css1 
10) Perceived that the budget estimates were due in the Finance and Accounting office 
by 12/1? 
11) Perceived the budget revision task should be handled by him/herself unless specific 
direction and guidance were provided to others? 
12) Perceived that the overtime estimate and the ink expenditure estimate were 
not correct? 
13) Perceived the change in vacation policy during the time period the special issue 
was in production? 
1--1 
m 
...J 
Issues 
Issue 5 
Stand 
Alone Items 
Perception Cont. 
Check List Items 
A/AG 
7 
14) Perceived that Robert Hartman's performance problems should be addressed before 
granting a transfer? 
15) Perceived that the Operations Division would be too busy during the first two 
weeks of December to conduct a tour? 
~~-~j_t__f_.!'nuj_JLc_hil vi ors Ol>~c_~y_cd: 
I-' 
O'\ 
co 
Issue 
General 
General 
General 
Genera 1 
Issue 2 
Issue 3 
Issue 5 . 
f\/ f\G 
8 
Leadership Overall Rating ____ _ 
Check List I terns 
1) Delegated tasks to the appropriate individuals? 
2) Did not delegate critical tasks to others? 
3) Provided specific direction and guidance when delegating tasks to others? 
4) Instituted follow-up measures to ensure that activities were carried out 
successfully? 
5) Delegated the task of securing a one month supply of ink by 12/7 to Kim Clark or 
other qualified person? 
6) Directed kim Clark (or other qualified person) to revise the ink expenditure 
estimate on the budget sheet once arrangements have been completed? 
7) Informed Robert Hartman of his/her decision regarding his transfer request? 
Additional Behaviors Observed: 
1--' 
"' \.0 
Issue 
General 
Genera 1 
General 
General 
Issue 1 
Issue 2 
Issue 3 
II 
Issue 4 
Issue 5 
A/AG 
9 
Decision Making Overa 11 Rating ___ _ 
Check Li st Items 
1) Formulated logical decisions based on available data? 
2) Considered ramifications of decisions made? 
3) Weighed all data when faced with a decision involving several alternatives? 
4) Appropriately gave more attention to some information and less to others 
(eg. schedule and ink supply vs. tour request)? 
5) Completed the schedule correctly (see sample schedule), or ·delegated tl1e task with 
specific direction and guidance? 
6) Delegated the task of contacting the ink supply companies to negotiate a seven 
day delivery of a one month supply of ink? 
7) Scheduled a follow-up meeting with Dale Coleman (his superior) to discuss the ink 
supply situation? 
8} Signed the budget sheet and revised it to reflect the additional overtime (~545 hours) 
and the increased cost for ink in the month of December? 
9) Denied the vacation reciuests per the chirnf)e in policy, ttnd informed both individuals 
that vacation U111c would l ikcly be available after 12/14? 
10) Informed Robert Hartman and Joe Inman that the transfer cannot take place until 
after the special issue production is over, at the earliest? 
11} Scheduled a meeting with Robert Hartman on 12/7 to discuss the transfer and illeged 
performance problems? 
........ 
-...] 
0 
Issue 
Stand 
Alone Items 
Decisio~ Making Cont. 
Check List Items 
12) Informed Bob Worrell in Customer Relations that Shift I will be happy to 
host the tour, but it will have wait until after 12/14 due ·to production 
schedules? 
Additional Behaviors Observed: 
/\//\G 
10 
...... 
-..J 
...... 
Issue 
General 
General 
General 
General 
General 
General 
General 
Issue 1 . 
Issue 5 
Stand 
Alone Items 
A/AG 
11 
Organizing and Planning Overall Rating ___ _ 
Check List Items 
1} Used a structured approach to handling the materials {eg. read through the materials 
first, and took action based on the relative importance of the issues)? 
2) Physically rearranged materials in some prioritized fashion? 
3} Marked materials to highlight important information? 
4) Structured his/her activities to allow time to complete the exercise? 
5) Provided a logical structure to follow when directing the work efforts of others? 
6) Used the calendar to organize upcoming activities 
7} Established follow-up meetings to assess the progress of delegated tasks? 
8) Structured the schedule, such that, there were three complete teams working 
each night? 
9) Scheduled a meeting on 12/7 with Robert Hartman to discuss performance problems 
and the transfer request? 
10) Made arrangements to conduct the tour for the retirement group some time 
after 12/14? 
Addlt1onal Behaviors Observed: 
-- · · - ··. - - - ·- ·-- ·----- -·- ·- ···-
.,_.. 
...J 
N 
Communication 
Issue Check List Items 
General 1) Wrote memos and letters in a legible manner? 
General 2) Used appropriate vocabulary level? 
General 3) Used appropriate sentence structure? 
General 4) Used appropriate grammar and punctuation? 
General _ ,. _______ 5) Used correct spelling? 
General 
-----
6) Expressed him/herself clearly and concisely? 
Additional Behaviors Observed: 
·--------- · -·· 
A/AG 
12 
Overa 11 Rating ___ _ 
....... 
.....J 
w 
Coaching 
Issue Check List Items 
A/AG 
13 
Overall Rating __ _ 
-------
General 
General 
General 
General 
General 
General 
Issue 5 
1) Provided feedback to the work efforts of others? 
2) Outlined methods and activities designed to improve the performance of subordinates? 
3) Provided specific guidance to assist subordinates in carrying out assigned activities? 
4) Took measures to resolve conflict disruptive to the work process? 
5) Arranged 
6) Informed 
{eg. did 
7) Scheduled 
problems? 
for a group meeting with all subordinates to establish goals and objectives? 
subordinates of negative information in a non-offending manner 
not bluntly refute the vacation or transfer requests)? 
a meeting with Robert Hartman to discuss the reported performance 
Additional Behaviors Observed: 
I-' 
-..J 
~ 
Midni<]ht Shift (12 - U:OO /\.M.) A/AG 
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Weeks of 12/l - 12/14 
------------------! •1•ug J._~.!~Q .. J •r11u nL .... !::B.!.l~I SUN l...!'1oN J ·1·uE I WED I ·r11unj Ptn l S/\'r I suN I MON 
u~~n~nn~nrn Tn~m! I Lead Mickey Sauders 1/~·f:"B121%IL;~-J.~§br:f313131~~-~~ 7 / / t'J-Y.m IJ-B.'t-0 / / 9-S/o 1,;-~n Steve Bossard 
Brian Garris 1/1717~~~;0011~~.~I /I ~~7f/11J-s.~l1~-s~l/1/ 
Rav Evans L,7~J-S;i,~~//:;r/Vl717l~-8:~vJ-S,~L7T7f/1/ 
Anton Jefferson l~J-8•tm V11~-t.·oo[/l /L7l/11~-/,oo~-I~ /l / 
Lester Henderson 1c?-£~,~-Jtbl/l7l7J /17Jo-s,~ roi-s.~7f71 ~7f/ 
Dennis Wiqhtrnan l/1~/1/f,~-s~[7lo7-i~l/17f/f?r;~~s,~j/1/J-s:ct.-
......... 
..J 
U1 
Midnight Shift (12 - 8:00 /\.M.) A//\G 
14 
Weeks of 12/1 - 12/14 
, TUE ~ WED I TJJURj FRI.I SJ\T .. I~~' ·ruE I WED I Ttiunl FRI l S/\T I suN I MON 
Lead P 
Ed Ramirez 
John Gustaf son 
Trnc 
San<l 
Kevin Hos" ' 
M 
Sortinq/Bindinq Team: 
Lead Blair Karlvle 
Bob Clark 
Robin Woods 
Jim Mulberr 
'-------------M;;.;..;;;.i~ch.-eal Speer 
Aurthor Washinqton 
Maintenance Team1 (see next 
....... 
....J 
°' 
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